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ABSTRACT 
Nanofluid is a suspension containing a certain quantity of nanoscaled solid particles in a 
conventional cooling liquid. Compared to pure liquid in micro channels, nanofluid shows notably 
better heat transfer performance but without erosion and clogging problems as normal two-phase 
suspensions. Due to such advantages, nanofluid is increasingly applied as an ideal coolant in 
engineering. For a better understanding of nanofluid flow and heat transfer performance, many 
investigations have been carried out recently in both experimental and numerical ways. 
In numerical investigations, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is playing a dominant role 
due to its maturity in the area of fluid flow and heat transfer research. However, in previous CFD 
studies, the problem of nanoparticles sedimentation is always ignored based on the assumption 
that nanofluid is stable with homogeneous properties throughout the simulation. To some extreme 
cases in which nanoparticles sedimentation would happen soon after nanofluid preparation, such 
assumption could induce inaccurate numerical results. 
To investigate the relationships between nanofluid flow, heat transfer and nanoparticles 
sedimentation, an open source CFD package, OpenFOAM is employed as the basis to develop 
several numerical solvers in multi-phase way for the first time. More specifically, nanofluid CFD 
simulations are carried out by several newly developed OpenFOAM solvers under both Eulerian-
Lagrangian and Eulerian-Mixture (a simplified Eulerian-Eulerian approach) frames. By 
comparing present numerical results to previous published experimental and numerical 
investigations, it can be concluded that the newly developed solvers under both Eulerian-
Lagrangian and Eulerian-Mixture frames are capable to investigate nanofluid flow and heat 
transfer performance coupling with nanoparticles sedimentation. However, with the 
considerations of computational resource requirement, Eulerian-Mixture approach is believed to 
be better to achieve the balance between accuracy and computational effort. 
With an assumption that no appropriate stabilizing treatments have been applied after 
nanofluid preparation, CFD simulations are carried out for 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid in three 
most typical geometries by the newly developed solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’. According to 
the present research, it can be confirmed that nanofluid heat transfer and nanoparticles 
 14 
sedimentation have considerable impacts to each other in nanofluid natural convections (in both 
two- and three-dimensional cases). More specifically, temperature driven flow leads to thicker 
nanoparticles sedimentation layer than that in normal sedimentation case. On the other hand, 
nanoparticles sedimentation layer induces worse nanofluid natural convection heat transfer 
performance. Furthermore, for forced convection problems in a horizontal channel with an open 
cavity, nanoparticles sedimentation is likely to occur at cavity bottom and leads to higher 
temperature at heating surface. For better heat transfer performance of the cooling blocks with 
similar geometries, lower fins (cavity depths) in blocks are recommended to reduce possible 
nanoparticles sedimentation. In summary, the newly developed OpenFOAM solvers and 
numerical observations in this thesis are expected to guide future nanofluid CFD study and 
correlative practical applications. 
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Particles contacting overlap (݉) ߝ Turbulent dissipation rate (݉ଶݏ−ଷ) ߢ Von Karman constant ߢ஻ Boltzmann constant (݉ଶ݇݃ݏ−ଶ݇−ଵ) ߣ Secondary viscosity coefficient (݇݃݉−ଵݏ−ଵ) 
Particle mean free path (݉) ߤ Dynamic viscosity (݇݃݉−ଵݏ−ଵ) ߭ Kinetic viscosity (݉ଶݏ−ଵ) 
Poisson ratio ߩ Density (݇݃݉−ଷ) ߨ Pi, 3.1415926 ߬ Stress (shear) force (ܰ) � Nanofluid volume fraction �௙ Face field �௕ Fixed value on boundary �௚ Face flux � Rotation velocity (ݎ݁ݒݏ−ଵ) 
Subscripts ܽ Additional ݂݂݁ Effective ݂ Fluid ݅ Component indicator 
Particle index ݆ Component indicator 
Particle index 
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݇ Component indicator 
Kinematic ݉ Mixture ݊ Nanoparticle ݂݊ Nanofluid ݈݊ Nanolayer ܰ Neighbour ܲ Point ݏ Solid ݐ Turbulent 
Units ݇݃ Kilogram ܭ Kelvin ݉ Metre ܰ Newton ݏ Second ܹ Watt 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 Nanofluid and applications 
Nanofluid is a sort of solid-liquid composite material consisting of nanometre sized solid 
particles, fibres, rods or tubes suspended in different basefluids (Fig. 1.1), providing a promising 
technical selection for enhancing heat transfer performance due to its anomalously high thermal 
conductivity (Chol, 1995). Because of Brownian motion and interaction of nanoparticles, 
nanofluids represent improved stability compared to those conventional fluids containing 
micrometre- or millimetre-sized solid particles (Buongiorno et al., 2009). Therefore, by using 
nanofluid instead of traditional pure liquid as coolant, the sizes of heat transfer systems can be 
reduced while high heat transfer efficiency still can be obtained (Buongiorno et al., 2009, Jang 
and Choi, 2006). In recent years, nanofluids began to be used in many practical engineering 
applications such as transportation, solar device and electronics cooling, etc (Yu et al., 2007). 
 
Fig. 1.1 TEM images of Au/de-ionized water nanofluid (Buongiorno et al., 2009) 
In transportation, ethylene glycol ( �G ) and water mixture is the most commonly used 
automotive coolant for engine systems (Fig. 1.2). Because such mixture usually has a low freezing 
point, it is suitable for applications in cold weather without freezing issues. However, due to the 
poor thermal conductivity of �G  ( ݇ ≈ Ͳ.ʹͷͺܹ/݉ܭ ), how to enhance the heat transfer 
performance of �G/water mixture is always an interesting topic. Today, adding nanoparticles to 
engine coolant has potential to improve engine cooling rates (Liu et al., 2005). Such improvement 
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can be applied to remove engine heat with a smaller sized cooling system, which would result in 
smaller radiators. This concept is believed to be beneficial to enhance vehicle performance and 
fuel economy considerably (Kole and Dey, 2010).  
 
Fig. 1.2 Typical radiator of a vehicle engine (Saidur et al., 2011) 
In solar device (Fig. 1.3), the application of nanofluid in collectors and water heaters is 
potential to enhance the heat transfer performance of working fluid. In an investigation of solar 
collector working principles which was performed by Tyagi et al. (2009), it was reported that 
adding low volume fraction of nanoparticles to working fluid could remarkably increase the solar 
collector working efficiency. They attributed the efficiency enhancement to the increase in 
attenuation of sunlight passing through the collector due to nanoparticles addition. The similar 
benefits were also reported by some other researchers recently (Otanicar et al., 2010, Mahian et 
al., 2013). 
 
Fig. 1.3 Schematic nanofluid-based direct absorption solar collector (Tyagi et al., 2009) 
In electronics cooling systems, improvement of coolant thermal performance has always been 
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a great technical challenge. Taking computer central processing unit (CPU) as an example, 
because the system reliability reduces by nearly 50% when CPU temperature increases every 10℃ 
(Moore et al., 2004). It is estimated that a high performance CPU would dissipate power in a 
range of 100~300 ܹ/ܿ݉ଶ by 2018 (Pradeep and Ashokreddy, 2012). To maintain and control 
CPU temperature at a tolerable level, nanofluid is believed to be a better coolant than air and pure 
liquids (Paisarn and Somchai, 2011). To a CPU with power of 80 ܹ, Tsai et al. (2004) reported 
that the temperature could be reduced from 40.9℃ to 24.3℃ by adding 1% volume fraction gold 
nanoparticles to pure water coolant. In 2013, Reserator 3, the first commercial CPU liquid cooler 
using nanofluid was launched by Zalman Tech. Co (http://www.zalman.com). Compared to other 
types of cooling device, this system might be the best one in future to reduce the temperature of 
high-performance CPUs. 
1.1.2 Numerical investigations of nanofluid flow and heat transfer 
The apparatuses needed for nanofluid experimental investigations are usually expensive. 
Particularly to some micro-sized channels and pipes, it is nearly impossible to set up appropriate 
experimental devices for every specific practical problem (Wang and Mujumdar, 2008b). Due to 
above reasons, numerical investigations are increasingly more popular for predictions of 
nanofluid flow and heat transfer. In this area, compared to molecule dynamics approach (Nie et 
al., 2004, Sarkar and Selvam, 2007, Mohebbi, 2012, Cui et al., 2015) and Lattice-Boltzmann 
approach (Xuan and Yao, 2005, Nemati et al., 2010, Ashorynejad et al., 2013), CFD is applied 
more widely in nanofluid numerical simulations (Wang and Mujumdar, 2008a). 
In previous CFD investigations, single-phase approach was employed very often, in which 
nanofluid is assumed to be stable with homogenous and uniform properties (Kamyar et al., 2012). 
However, in the past decade, some experiments indicated that the assumption ‘nanofluid is stable 
and homogeneous’ could be invalid in some cases. More specifically, if no appropriate dispersion 
treatments and stabilizers were applied after nanofluid preparation (or manufacture), 
nanoparticles sedimentation could be observed in a short period after preparation (Wen et al., 
2009, Witharana et al., 2012, Drzazga et al., 2012). Because the nanoparticles sedimentation layer 
has higher volume fraction/concentration, it will induce the situation that nanofluid properties are 
not uniform anymore in the whole computational region. This could lead to different numerical 
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results of nanofluid flow and heat transfer performance. 
Therefore, in those extreme nanofluid cases without stabilizing treatments, it is necessary to 
consider the factor of possible nanoparticles sedimentation during nanofluid CFD simulations. 
Regarding this consideration, a numerical work attempting to couple nanofluid flow, heat transfer 
and nanoparticles sedimentation is presented in this thesis. Based on present work, CFD 
simulations for nanofluid flow and heat transfer are believed to be more practical and reliable for 
those cases in which nanoparticles sedimentation would happen soon after nanofluid preparation. 
1.1.3 OpenFOAM 
Compared to popular commercial CFD software such as ANSYS FLUENT, CFX and Star 
CCM+ etc (Glatzel et al., 2008), OpenFOAM is believed to be a better option to develop 
‘customised’ numerical solvers due to its feature of ‘open’. OpenFOAM, which presents ‘Open 
Field Operation and Manipulation’, is an open source CFD software package started by Dr. Hrvoje 
Jasak and currently maintained by OpenCFD Ltd (Jasak, 2009). OpenFOAM has an extensive 
range of features to solve complex fluid flows involving chemical reactions, turbulence and heat 
transfer. It also includes tools for meshing (such as snappyHexMesh for complex CAD geometries) 
and post-processing respectively. Furthermore in OpenFOAM, simulations are possible to run in 
parallel and users are able to take full advantage of computer hardware at their disposal (Jasak et 
al., 2013). 
By being ‘open’, OpenFOAM offers users great freedom to customise and extend existing 
functionalities. It follows a highly modular code design in which collections of functionalities 
(e.g. numerical methods and physical models) are compiled into their own shared libraries, to 
which executable applications can be linked and correlative functions can be called simply. At 
moment, OpenFOAM includes more than 80 solvers for various specific problems in engineering 
mechanics (such as flow, heat transfer and combustion, etc) and over 170 utility applications for 
pre- and post-processing tasks (such as meshing and data visualisation, etc) (Andersson, 2011). 
In this thesis, several solvers originally provided by OpenFOAM 2.3.1 will be mentioned (Tab. 
1.1), and some of these solvers such as ‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’, 
‘icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam’ and ‘driftFluxFoam’ will be used as the basis for new 
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solvers development. 
Tab. 1.1 Some basic solvers officially provided by OpenFOAM 2.3.1 
Solver name Suitable for 
icoFoam Transient solver for incompressible, laminar flow of Newtonian fluids 
pisoFoam Transient solver for incompressible flow 
pimpleFoam 
Large time-step transient solver for 
incompressible, flow using PIMPLE (merged 
PISO-SIMPLE) algorithm 
buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam Transient solver for buoyant, turbulent flow 
of incompressible fluids 
icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam Transient solver for the passive transport of a 
single kinematic particle cloud 
driftFluxFoam 
Transient solver for two incompressible 
fluids using Mixture approach with drift-flux 
approximation for relative motion of the 
phases. 
1.2 Purposes and significance of this study 
This project aims to investigate the relationships between nanofluid flow, heat transfer and 
nanoparticles sedimentation by appropriate CFD approaches. Under OpenFOAM frame, several 
multi-phase solvers are developed for nanofluid simulations in both Eulerian-Lagrangian and 
Eulerian-Mixture ways. After necessary validations, the two approaches are discussed and a better 
option is selected to carry out following CFD simulations for some typical cases in nanofluid heat 
transfer investigation. 
For above purposes, the main tasks of this thesis can be summarised as follows: 
1. To review and summarise recent investigations in nanofluid manufacture, heat transfer 
performance and CFD simulations. 
2. To analyse the critical CFD implementations in OpenFOAM as the basis for new solvers 
development in this project. 
3. To develop new solvers which can couple nanofluid flow, heat transfer and 
nanoparticles sedimentation in both Eulerian-Lagrangian and Eulerian-Mixture ways. 
4. To choose an appropriate solver for the investigations of relationships between 
nanofluid flow, heat transfer and nanoparticles sedimentation in several typical cases. 
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1.3 The main contributions of this study 
In previous CFD investigations, nanofluid is usually assumed to be a stable suspension with 
uniform properties. However, this is believed not significantly practical to some extreme cases in 
which nanoparticles sedimentation can be observed soon after preparation. This project aims to 
investigate the relationships between nanofluid flow, heat transfer and nanoparticles 
sedimentation by applying newly developed OpenFOAM solvers in multi-phase ways. The 
contributions of this study mainly include: 
1. For the first time, nanoparticles sedimentation is coupled to CFD simulations of 
nanofluid flow and heat transfer. 
2. Under OpenFOAM frame, several new solvers combining nanoparticles 
sedimentation and nanofluid flow and heat transfer are developed in both Eulerian-
Lagrangian and Eulerian-Mixture ways. 
3. A complete open source approach using free tools Gmsh, OpenFOAM and paraFoam 
is developed and tested for nanofluid flow simulations in both two- and three-
dimensional cases. 
1.4 Outline 
In this thesis, the main contents can be summarised as follows: 
Chapter 2 
Retrospect previous studies in nanofluid manufacture, thermal conductivity, 
heat transfer performance and CFD simulations. Address the problems in 
previous nanofluid CFD investigations. 
Chapter 3 
Illustrate basic principles for fluid flow, heat transfer, main features of 
OpenFOAM and the treatments of Navier–Stokes (N–S) equations in 
OpenFOAM. Introduce previous typical nanofluid CFD simulations under 
different frames. 
Chapter 4 
Develop a new OpenFOAM solver in Eulerian-Lagrangian way to combine 
nanoparticles motion to nanofluid flow and heat transfer. Validate the newly 
developed solver by previous published investigations. 
Chapter 5 
Develop a new OpenFOAM solver in Eulerian-Mixture way to consider 
nanoparticles sedimentation in nanofluid flow and heat transfer simulation. 
Validate the newly developed solver by previous published investigations. 
Chapter 6 Apply appropriate solvers to disclose the relationships between nanofluid heat transfer and nanoparticles sedimentation. 
Chapter 7 Summarise the whole project and draw up appropriate conclusions. Give 
recommendations for future developments of the newly developed solvers. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In the past two decades, many investigations in nanofluid have been published (Das et al., 
2006). In this chapter, a literature review is carried out to retrospect previous nanofluid research. 
Following what, the significance and necessity of present work are presented. However, it should 
be noticed that this literature review is not aiming to cover every corner of nanofluid-related 
research. Instead, it only focuses on the topics such as nanofluid preparation, nanofluid thermal 
conductivity enhancement, nanofluid heat transfer of natural and forced convections, nanofluid 
CFD simulations and previous OpenFOAM applications. 
2.1 Nanofluid preparation 
2.1.1 One-step method 
One-step method was developed by Akoh et al. (1978) to produce dry nanoparticles from 
fluids and was named as ‘vacuum evaporation onto a running oil substrate (VEROS) technique’. 
After necessary developments and modifications, this method was used to produce nanofluids 
directly. In nanofluid preparation, ‘one-step’ means nanoparticles are dispersed into basefluids 
directly in the course of preparation (Komarneni et al., 1997). In one-step method, because 
nanoparticles are added into basefluids directly at the same time when they are produced, the 
storage and transportation for nanoparticles are not necessary in the whole manufacturing 
procedure. Because nanoparticles will not be oxidized by air during the whole process, one-step 
method is suitable for those applications requiring pure metal nanoparticles strictly, particularly 
in those experiments aiming to validate theoretical studies. 
Based on VEROS technique, Choi and Eastman (2001) invented a direct method to produce 
and disperse nanoparticles into fluid. In their way, substance is heated to a sufficient high 
temperature for dispersion in a vacuum environment while passing a thin film of fluid near the 
heated substance. This method was registered as a patent in America in 2001. Even to date, this 
system is still considered as one of the most important and significant methods in nanofluids 
preparation. 
To tackle the problem of nanoparticles aggregation in conventional methods, Chang et al. 
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(2005) combined arc spray nanoparticle synthesis system (ASNSS) with ultrasonic vibration and 
rotating electrode to prepare suspensions of �i�ଶ, Cu� and Cu (Lo et al., 2005) nanoparticles. 
ASNSS mainly comprises a heating system, an ultrasonic system, a pressure control system and 
a temperature control system. This method is believed to be effective to avoid particles 
aggregation. By ASNSS, it was reported that the nanoparticles in suspension are distributed more 
uniformly. Furthermore, being able to control particles size easily is another advantage of this 
method. 
In order to synthetise non-agglomerated and stable suspended silver nanofluids, another novel 
one-step method was proposed by Sudhan and Meenakshi (2011). In their method, chemical 
reaction �aHଶ��ଶ + ͵Hଶ� + Ag��ଷ → �aHଶ��ଷ + H��ଷ + Hଶ + Ag− was applied to obtain 
silver nanofluid directly. As a developed VEROS technique, this method combines preparations 
of nanoparticles and nanofluid together. Hence the process of drying, storage, transportation and 
re-dispersion of Ag  nanoparticles can be avoided and the production cost can be reduced 
ultimately. Furthermore, because this process can be finished just after a chemical reaction, it is 
believed to be advantageous with high yield of production but less time consumption. 
Chen and Wen (2011) also proposed a novel ultrasonic-aided one-step method for the 
fabrication of gold nanofluids ( G�� ). In their method, the ‘Citrate Reduction’ method 
(CooperáStevenson, 1951) and ‘Brust-Schiffrin’ method (Brust et al., 1994) were used to control 
the size of GNPs. Furthermore, the ultra-sonication was used to control the particle morphology. 
In their experiments, both spherical- and plate-shaped G��s with a scale range of 10~300nm 
were synthesized and the ultra-sonication was demonstrated as a powerful tool in controlling the 
size and shape of G��s. 
From above operations for nanofluid preparation, it can be found that one-step method has 
many advantages such as fabricating nanofluids with high purity, high stability and small average 
nanoparticle size, etc. However, to make one-step method more popular in practical engineering, 
further attempts are still needed on the topics such as how to produce different nanofluids with 
greater range of volume fraction and quantity, especially for those basefluids with high vapour 
pressure (Buongiorno et al., 2009). 
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2.1.2 Two-step method and anti-sedimentation treatments 
2.1.2.1 Two-step method 
Two-step method means nanoparticles are prepared or purchased independently in the form 
of dry powders firstly and added into basefluids as the second step. Two-step method usually 
needs some external treatments such as ultrasonic bath and surfactant additions to ensure 
nanofluids are stable enough after preparation. Comparatively, two-step method is used more 
widely than one-step method because almost all kinds of the nanoparticles with different shapes 
and sizes can be purchased from professional companies (Drzazga et al., 2012), such as Sigma-
Aldrich Co. Ltd (Kim et al., 2007c), Carbon Nanotechnology Inc. (Douroumis et al., 2007), 
Nanophase Co. Ltd (Das et al., 2003b) and Applied Nanoworks INC (Kim et al., 2007d), etc. 
Furthermore, compared to one-step method, two-step method is easier to operate with simpler 
devices.  
However, after two-step method preparation, nanoparticles sedimentation would happen very 
soon if without appropriate stabilizing treatments. Generally, several ways such as UV–Vis 
spectrophotometer, zeta potential, sediment photograph capturing, TEM and SEM, light 
scattering, three omega and sedimentation balance methods can be applied to measure nanofluid 
stability. Therefore, the rate or percentage of sedimentation will be identified by analyzing the 
gathered data (Ghadimi et al., 2011). 
Wen et al. (2009) reported that the stability of nanofluids formulated without stabilizers would 
change rapidly with time. In their experiment for 2.5wt% Alଶ�ଷ /water nanofluid, Alଶ�ଷ 
nanoparticles became ‘completely separated’ after five hours (Fig. 2.1). Witharana et al. (2012) 
reported an experiment of 0.5wt% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid stability without dispersing treatment, 
in which Alଶ�ଷ particles sedimentation layer was observed after only 30 minutes of preparation 
(Fig. 2.2). Drzazga et al. (2012) also reported that sedimentation layer can be observed in 1% Cu�/water and 0.5% Alଶ�ଷ /water nanofluids after one day of preparation if no appropriate 
dispersing treatments were applied. 
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Fig. 2.1 Stability of Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid (without any stabilizers) changing with time (Wen 
et al., 2009) 
 
Fig. 2.2 A gravity settling experiment of 0.5 wt% Alଶ�ଷ/water (Witharana et al., 2012) 
In order to ensure nanofluids are stable for an even longer period, how to diminish 
nanoparticles agglomeration and prevent nanoparticles sedimentation are the two prime 
challenges. To deal with such problems, some typical operations can be found in previous 
publications (Ghadimi et al., 2011). Based on what, it can be summarised that adding surfactant 
and physical agitation are the two most commonly applied options to make nanoparticles 
dispersed well in basefluid. 
2.1.2.2 Adding surfactant to keep nanofluid stable 
Adding surfactant (or dispersant) to basefluid was reported to be effective to avoid 
nanoparticles sedimentation for a longer period (Mukherjee and Paria, 2013). The reason is that 
the hydrophobic surfaces of nanoparticles can be modified by surfactant to become more 
hydrophilic and vice versa for non-aqueous liquids. Then a repulsion force between suspended 
particles is triggered by zeta potential absolute value (Ghadimi et al., 2011). This repulsion force 
prevents nanoparticles from forming bigger agglomerations (which will deposit to vessel bottom 
quickly). 
Previously, those stabilizers which have been used very often are sodium dodecylsulfate (S�S) 
(Hwang et al., 2007), dodecylbenzenesulfonate (S�BS) (Wang and Zhu, 2009), salt and oleic acid 
(Hwang et al., 2008, Yu et al., 2010). When additional substances are necessary to keep nanofluids 
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stable, choosing the right stabilizers is the key point. Moreover, enough stabilizer should be 
applied as inadequate surfactant cannot make a sufficient coating to ‘persuade’ electrostatic 
repulsion and compensate van der Waals attractions (Jiang et al., 2003). 
Although nanofluids with high stability can be obtained by adding stabilizers, however, it also 
has some ‘side-effects’ on heat transfer characteristic and rheology of nanofluids (Das et al., 2003a, 
Wen and Ding, 2005a, Wang and Mujumdar, 2007), especially when nanofluid temperature is 
high in some experiments of pool boiling (Wen et al., 2011). More specifically, when nanofluid 
temperature is high, the bonding between surfactant and nanoparticles could be damaged. The 
temperature threshold was reported as ܶ = ͸Ͳ℃ (Assael et al., 2005, Murshed et al., 2008a). 
Thus when nanofluid temperature is greater than ܶ = ͸Ͳ℃, additional stabilizers would lose 
positive effects considerably and sedimentation of nanoparticles will occur (Wang and Mujumdar, 
2007). Because nanofluid is usually applied as coolant for high temperature devices, it is actually 
difficult to obtain super stable nanofluids by adding stabilizers in practical applications. 
2.1.2.3 Performing physical agitations to disperse nanoparticles 
In order to obtain ‘pure’ nanofluid without the issues caused by high temperature in practical 
applications, physical agitation is usually preferred rather than adding stabilizers (Witharana et 
al., 2013). Physical agitation uses mechanical forces such as stirring and ultrasonic treatments to 
break down particles agglomeration which is caused by Van Der Waals force and make 
nanoparticles suspend in basefluid for a longer period. Because physical operation is easy to 
operate and does not induce any other impurities to nanofluid, it becomes increasingly prevail in 
recent years. Tab. 2.1 shows some typical nanofluid preparations reported in the past twelve years. 
From which it can be found that physical vibration is the most popular operation to keep 
nanofluids stable.  
Tab. 2.1 Summary of some nanofluids prepared with physical agitation 
References nanofluids Operations Average particle size 
Volume 
fraction Stability 
(Putra et al., 
2003) Alଶ�ଷ/water Ultrasonic vibration 131.2nm 1~4% Sedimentation in the 4% sample by 
six hours (Putra et al., 2003) Cu�/water Ultrasonic vibration 87.3nm 
(Wen and 
Ding, 2005b) 
�i�ଶ/distilled 
water 
Ultrasonication and 
high-shear 
homogenizer 
34nm 0.012% 
Agglomeration 
occurs after a few 
hours 
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References nanofluids Operations Average particle size 
Volume 
fraction Stability 
(Kim et al., 
2007a) 
Alଶ�ଷ/distilled 
water Ultrasonic excitation 47nm ͳͲ−ହ%~ͳͲ−ଵ
% 
Irregular clusters 
just after 
preparations (Kim et al., 2007a) 
�i�ଶ/distilled 
water Ultrasonic excitation 23nm 
(Wen et al., 
2011) 
Alଶ�ଷ/deioniz
ed water Ultrasonication 20~150nm 
0.001%, 
0.01%, 0.1% 
Stable for a 
couple of hours 
(Kouloulias et 
al., 2016) Alଶ�ଷ/water Ultrasonication and vortex mixer 50nm 0.06% Visible sedimentation layer by 3.5 days 
Putra et al. (2003) used a four-hour ultrasonic vibration to obtain stable Alଶ�ଷ/water and Cu� /water nanofluids (volume fractions � = ͳ% , 2% and 4%). After their operation, no 
sedimentation was observed in the following six hours in 1% and 2% samples but minor 
sedimentations can be observed in 4% sample. Thereafter, minor sedimentation was observed in 
4% suspension but none in 1% and 2% suspensions. Building on that, in order to obtain the best 
suspensions, they used freshly vibrated nanofluid in each experiment and the experimental time 
of 1.5 to 2 hours did not bring out any sedimentation.  
Wen and Ding (2005b) used ultrasonication and high-shear homogenizer to break the 
agglomerate for stable nanofluids after adding �i�ଶ powders to distilled water. In their work, 
ultrasonication of the vessels which contain �i�ଶ/water nanofluids lasted for about 15 minutes, 
and the homogenizer kept working for 30~180 minutes with a speed up to 24000ݎ݌݉ and shear 
rate up to 40000ݏ−ଵ. Furthermore, the ݌ܪ value in suspension was kept at a low level (݌ܪ = ͵) 
to avoid the iso-electrical point (݌ܪ = ͸.ͷ) of �i�ଶ particles. Besides, they used the suspensions 
from the upper part of vessel for following works to eliminate the observed small sediments. By 
above methods, their dispersion was found to be very stable in a couple of weeks without visually 
observable sedimentation. However, it was also mentioned that ‘a very small amount of sediments 
was still found at the bottom of the container after a few hours’. 
Kim et al. (2007a) dispersed dry Alଶ�ଷ and �i�ଶ nanoparticles into distilled water with a 
three-hour ultrasonic excitation before their experiments. Although it was satisfying that TEM 
images showed the mean sizes of Alଶ�ଷ  and �i�ଶ  nanoparticles were 47nm and 23nm 
respectively, however, electrostatic repulsion between nanoparticles was doubted not strong 
enough because aggregations and sedimentations actually occurred in both Alଶ�ଷ /water and �i�ଶ/water nanofluids just after preparations. 
In order to obtain stable Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluids with different concentrations, Wen et al. 
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(2011) dispersed dry Alଶ�ଷ  nanopowder into de-ionized water with a two-hour ultrasonic 
agitation. The nanofluids were found not permanently stable but could last for a couple of hours 
without visible sedimentations. Moreover, in order to make the nanofluids for their following 
experiments are even more stable, they carried out the agitation just before the experiments. 
Kouloulias et al. (2016) performed ultrasonication bath and vortex mixer for five hours when 
they prepared 0.06% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid for natural convection experiments. According to 
their visualization study, although no visible change in the nanofluid stability took place after 24 
hours of preparation, however, the suspension became less bright by the middle of the first week, 
indicating significant nanoparticle deposition. During the period between the first half week and 
up to the second week, the nanofluid appeared qualitatively unchanged in terms of stability, while 
in the third week concentration stratification layers were visible. 
Despite sonication treatment makes nanoparticles dispersed well with less sedimentations, but 
it does not mean longer sonication operation will provide better suspensions definitely. To 
determine the optimum duration of sonication operation, Kwak and Kim (2005) varied the 
durations from one hour to thirty hours and measured the average size of Cu� particles. By 
comparison, they concluded that the time period of nine hours is the optimum to obtain the most 
stable nanofluids. In the sample with nine hours sonication, the average particle size remained 
same (60nm) regardless of particle volume fractions after a hundred days. 
From above works, it can be found that although physical agitation is popular to keep 
nanofluids stable, however, the effect usually does not last a long period. The reason is supposed 
to be nanoparticles are powerless to resist Van Der Waals attractive force (which induces 
agglomeration) and gravity force (which induces sedimentation). Although it was reported that 
nanofluid could be stable for up to a hundred days with an appropriate physical treatment in 
(Kwak and Kim, 2005), but it is difficult to find similar reports from other researchers. In other 
words, during nanofluid applications, no matter in engineering or research, nanoparticles 
sedimentation is always an issue which cannot be ignored. This is one of the original motivations 
of this project. 
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2.2 Nanofluid thermal conductivity enhancement 
2.2.1 Mechanisms 
Thermal conductivity ݇ is a measurement of material’s ability to conduct heat. It presents the 
quantity of heat can pass in unit time through a plate of particular area and thickness when its 
opposite faces differ in temperature by one Kelvin (Incropera, 2011). In recent years, there is no 
doubt that adding nanoparticles can enhance the thermal conductivity of basefluid dramatically. 
Although no one has clarified firmly what are the reasons for this phenomenon, however, three 
possible reasons are widely accepted around the world for the anomalous enhancement of 
nanofluid thermal conductivity, they are (Keblinski et al., 2002, Machrafi and Lebon, 2016, Pang 
et al., 2014): 
 Brownian motion of nanoparticles 
 Liquid layering at particle-liquid interface 
 Nanoparticles clustering effects 
2.2.1.1 Brownian motion of nanoparticles 
Brownian motion of nanoparticles at molecular and nanoscale level is considered as the 
primary mechanism for the enhancement of nanofluids thermal conductivity (Jang and Choi, 
2004). Brownian motion has two contributions to the thermal conductivity enhancement, one is 
direct effect due to the motion of nanoparticles that transports the heat, while the other one is 
indirect effect due to the convection of liquid molecules caused by moving nanoparticles. The 
most important evidence for this hypothesis is that nanofluids thermal conductivity increases with 
increasing temperature (Mintsa et al., 2009). 
According to Stokes-Einstein equation ̅ݔଶ = ఑ಳ்ଷగ௥ఓ ݐ  (which predicts small particle’s 
Brownian motion range ̅ݔ in fluid), Brownian motion does not depend on Boltzmann constant ߢ஻ only, but also influenced by some other factors such as consideration time ݐ, temperature ܶ, 
particle size ݎ and viscosity ߤ of environmental fluid (Edward, 1970). It means that even to the 
same nanofluid, nanoparticles Brownian motion may have different contributions to nanofluid 
thermal conductivity enhancement due to different temperatures. This hypothesis was validated 
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by experimental investigations in (Das et al., 2003b, Kim et al., 2007b) by showing that the 
nanofluid thermal conductivity enhancements increased noticeably with increasing temperatures. 
2.2.1.2 Liquid layering at particle-liquid interface 
On the interface between solid and liquid, liquid molecules are known to form more ordered 
layer structures than those in bulk liquid. Xue (2003) believed these ordered solid-like structures 
play an important role to enhance nanofluid thermal conductivity. Furthermore, he also inferred 
such an organized solid-like structure on solid particle surface might be a governing factor in heat 
conduction from solid to adjacent liquid. 
Yu and Choi (2003) investigated the connection between nanolayer thickness and nanofluid 
thermal properties. Based on their study, they proposed a new model for nanofluid thermal 
conductivity prediction. However, before they modified Maxwell equation for the new prediction 
model, the expression of effective volume fraction was changed first as �௘ = ସଷ ߨሺݎ + ℎ௡௟ሻଷ݊ =ସଷ ߨ݊ݎଷሺͳ + ℎ௡௟/ݎሻଷ = �ሺͳ + ߚሻଷ  to consider layer thickness effect, in which ݊  is particle 
number per volume unit and ߚ = ℎ௡௟/ݎ is the ratio of nanolayer thickness to original particle 
radius. In above expression, it can be found that nanofluid effective volume fraction �௘ increases 
with ߚ . According to classical Maxwell equation, greater �  will enlarge nanofluid thermal 
conductivity. Based on the same idea, Yu and Choi (2004) also developed Hamilton-Crosser 
model to predict nanofluid thermal conductivity. However, these models still need to be validated 
by more experimental measurements. 
2.2.1.3 Nanoparticles clustering effects 
Well dispersed nanoparticles are considered to be better for nanofluid thermal conductivity 
enhancement, but nanoparticle clusters are also considered to be a possible mechanism of thermal 
conductivity enhancement in some literatures (Buongiorno et al., 2009, Eastman et al., 2004). The 
theoretical basis is that nanoparticle clustering is possible to enhance effective volume fraction �௘ of nanofluid because of liquid filling into the space between the clustered nanoparticles. 
The schematic tendency between excess thermal conductivity ݇ and nanoparticles cluster 
packing fraction � is shown in Fig. 2.3, in which number i, ii, iii and iv indicate that clustering 
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are closely packed, simple cubic arrangement, loosely packed and separated by layers thin enough, 
respectively. According to the analysis reported by Keblinski et al. (2002), it is believed that the 
excess thermal conductivity ݇ increases with decreasing packing fraction. 
 
Fig. 2.3 Relationship between thermal conductivity ݇ and nanoparticles cluster packing 
fraction � (Keblinski et al., 2002) 
2.2.2 Measurements of nanofluid thermal conductivity 
To measure nanofluid thermal conductivity, transient hot-wire method and temperature 
oscillation technique are the two most important methods. Based on transient hot-wire theory for 
liquid thermal conductivity measurement (Healy et al., 1976), Nagasaka and Nagashima (1981) 
developed a device to measure thermal conductivity of electrically conducting liquids. Due to the 
short operation time of transient hot-wire method (ݐ < ͷݏ), the influence of natural convection 
caused by temperature gradient is possible to be avoided. This is the reason why hot-wire method 
is applied so widely today in nanofluid thermal conductivity measurement. 
Besides transient hot-wire method, temperature oscillation technique proposed by Roetzel et 
al. (1990) is another popular method. Because temperature oscillation technique is purely thermal 
and the electrical components of the apparatus are away from test sample, the measuring operation 
is believed to have no influence to the ion movements at all. For this reason, the accuracy of 
measurement can be guaranteed (Wang and Mujumdar, 2007).  
By means of above two methods, researchers have measured thermal conductivities of many 
different nanofluids in recent years (Lee et al., 1999, Murshed et al., 2005, Hwang et al., 2006, 
Xie et al., 2002, Kang et al., 2006, Liu et al., 2006). Buongiorno et al. (2009) had a comprehensive 
summarise for previous benchmark studies on the thermal conductivity of nanofluids, from which 
it can be found that Alଶ�ଷ, Cu�, �i�ଶ and Si�ଶ are used very often by researchers in the past 
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two decades, and there is no doubt that adding nanoparticles can enhance basefluid thermal 
conductivity.  
By previous publications, nanofluid thermal conductivity can be found to increase with 
increasing volume fraction, increasing temperature and decreasing particle size. It is actually a 
good support to those possible nanofluid thermal conductivity enhancement mechanisms 
summarised in Section 2.2.1. However, it also can be found that, due to the noticeably different 
experimental data, it is not easy to give a comprehensive regression model for nanofluids thermal 
conductivity predictions. For this reason, the numerical simulations in this PhD project will use 
nanofluid experimental data instead of applying previous prediction models. This will be helpful 
to obtain even more reliable simulation results. 
2.3 Nanofluid heat transfer performance 
2.3.1 Nanofluid natural convection 
Natural convection is one of heat transport mechanisms, in which the fluid motion is generated 
by density differences due to temperature gradients (Kakac et al., 1985). In natural convection, 
the fluid surrounding a heat source receives heat and becomes less dense and rises, subsequently 
the surrounding cooler fluid moves to replace it. This cooler fluid is then heated and the process 
continues to form convection current. Recently, using nanofluid instead of pure liquid for natural 
convection is becoming one of the most interesting topics (Nsofor, 2008). However, deterioration 
of heat transfer performance in nanofluid natural convection was usually reported in previous 
experimental studies (Haddad et al., 2012). 
Putra et al. (2003) found notably heat transfer deterioration in horizontal cylinders (Fig. 2.4) 
filled with Alଶ�ଷ/water and Cu�/water nanofluids (�=1% and 4%). This phenomenon could be 
found in all their three testing devices with different ratios of cylinder length and diameter (ܮ/ܦ =Ͳ.ͷ, ͳ.Ͳ, ͳ.ͷ). Based on such observation, they concluded that adding nanoparticles to pure fluid 
could lead to worse natural heat convection. They ascribed the possible reasons to particle-fluid 
slip and nanoparticles sedimentation. However, they also admitted that the reason of this 
deterioration is still not clear yet. 
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Fig. 2.4 Schematic experimental apparatus in (Putra et al., 2003) 
Similar observation was also reported by Wen and Ding (2005b). In their experiments, 
0.19%~0.57% �i�ଶ/water nanofluids between heating and cooling discs were found to have 
lower natural convective heat transfer coefficient than pure water. Furthermore, they also reported 
that this deterioration increased with volume fraction. They supposed that the convection induced 
by particles concentration difference could be a possible reason. Although Ho et al. (2010) 
reported up to 18% natural convective heat transfer enhancement of 0.1% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid 
in a similar device and a correlation ܰݑ̅̅ ̅̅ ௡௙ = ܥܴܽ௡௙௡ (ܲݎ௡௙,ℎ/ܲݎ௡௙)௠(ߚ௡௙,ℎ/ߚ௡௙)� was used to 
present such effect. However, degradation was still found when volume fraction was greater than 
2%. 
Li and Peterson (2009) reported natural heat convection deterioration of 0.5%~6% Alଶ�ଷ/DI 
water nanofluids in a cavity enclosed by two copper bars and a rubber O-ring. They inferred the 
reason could be the nanoparticles’ Brownian motion smoothen the temperature gradient and lead 
to the delay of the natural convection. Moreover, higher viscosity of nanofluids also could induce 
such an effect. Ni et al. (2011) reported deteriorated natural convection after their experiments for 
1.08% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid in a Rayleigh-Bénard configuration. They used a correlation ܰݑ =
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Ͳ.ͳͳͷܴܽ଴.ଷ଴଺ to fit their experimental data of pure water and a part of experimental data of Alଶ�ଷ /water nanofluid and suggested that the significant decrease might be caused by mass 
diffusion of nanoparticles. 
Nnanna (2007) reported that the presence of Alଶ�ଷ nanoparticles did not impede the water 
free heat convection when volume fraction was in the range of 0.2%~2%. However, the heat 
convection declined due to increased kinematic viscosity since volume fraction was larger than 
2%. Based on their analysis, they proposed a correlation ܰݑ = ͳ͸.Ͷ݁−ସ×ଵ଴−7ோ௔�௘−భభ�  for such 
effect when ͳͲହ ൑ �ܴܽ݁−ଵଵ� ൑ ͳͲ଺. Hu et al. (2014) carried out an experimental investigation 
of �i�ଶ /water nanofluids natural convection in a square enclosure (Fig. 2.5). Their results 
indicated that natural convection heat transfer of �i�ଶ/water nanofluids is more sensitive to 
viscosity rather than thermal conductivity. In other word, adding nanoparticles will induce worse 
natural heat transfer performance of basefluid because viscosity of basefluid is increased 
considerably. Compared to heat transfer enhancement due to increased thermal conductivity, 
increased viscosity is playing the dominant role to deteriorate natural heat transfer performance. 
 
Fig. 2.5 Schematic experimental apparatus reported in (Hu et al., 2014) 
Based on above experimental investigations, it can be concluded that natural convection heat 
transfer performance of fluid will be worse after adding nanoparticles. For this phenomenon, the 
possible slip between nanoparticles and basefluid is supposed to be the primary reason. Apart 
from that, the possible nanoparticles sedimentation is supposed to be another possible reason. 
Moreover, nanofluid heat transfer due to natural convection is considered more sensitive to 
viscosity rather than thermal conductivity. Therefore, in CFD simulations for nanofluid heat 
transfer, it is critical to substitute practical and reliable nanofluid properties instead of those values 
obtained from prediction models.  
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2.3.2 Nanofluid forced convection 
Forced convection is a transport mechanism in which fluid motion is generated by external 
source, such as a pump, fan and suction device, etc (Incropera, 2011). Generally, fluid flow can 
be classified as laminar and turbulent by Reynolds threshold ܴ݁ ≈ ʹ͵ͲͲ (White and Corfield, 
2006). Thus the forced nanofluid convection heat transfer is always investigated in laminar flow 
and turbulent flow respectively. Due to limitations of experimental setup, most investigations of 
nanofluid forced convection heat transfer are carried out in a horizontal tube system (Fig. 2.6) as 
reported in (Wen and Ding, 2004). 
 
Fig. 2.6 Experimental setup reported in (Wen and Ding, 2004) 
Yang et al. (2005) studied the convection heat transfer performance of 2wt% graphite/oil 
nanofluids in laminar flow through a horizontal tube heat exchanger. Their experimental results 
showed that nanoparticles increased heat transfer coefficient of the fluid system in laminar flow 
with increasing volume fraction and Reynolds number. Such relationship was summarised as ܰݑ = Ͳ.Ͷ͵ʹͺሺͳ + ͳͳ.ʹͺͷ�଴.଻ହସܲ݁଴.ଶଵ଼ሻܴ݁଴.ଷଷଷܲݎ଴.ସ . They also concluded that the type of 
nanoparticles, particle loading, basefluid chemistry, and process temperature are the most 
important factors to achieve higher nanofluids heat transfer coefficients. 
Murshed et al. (2008b) also reported an experimental investigation into force convective heat 
transfer of �i�ଶ/water nanofluids (� is up to 0.8%) flowing through a cylindrical mini-channel 
under laminar flow and constant wall heat flux conditions. Their results showed that nanofluids 
exhibit a considerably enhanced convective heat transfer coefficient than basefluid. Moreover, the 
heat transfer coefficient also increased with volumetric loading of nanoparticles. Such effect can 
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be roughly measured by the well know Shah’s correlation ܰݑ = ͳ.ͻͷ͵ ቀܴ݁ܲݎ ஽௫ቁଵ/ଷ. For the 
enhanced heat transfer coefficients, they supposed the reasons could be the enhanced effective 
thermal conductivity of nanofluid and the acceleration of energy exchange process in basefluid 
due to nanoparticles random movement. Besides, the migration of nanoparticles in basefluid due 
to shear action, viscosity gradient and Brownian motion on the tube cross section was also 
considered as a possible reason. 
He et al. (2007) measured the forced convective heat transfer coefficient ℎ of �i�ଶ/water 
(�= 0.2%, 0.6% and 1.1%) in turbulent condition (ܴ݁=5900). Their results showed that the 
convective heat transfer coefficient of �i�ଶ increased with increasing nanoparticle concentration 
in turbulent flow conditions. They used Gnielinski equation (Gnielinski, 1976) as the comparison 
basis for their experimental data. Compared to the experimental investigation reported in 
(Murshed et al., 2008b), it can be found that the effect of particle concentration on nanofluid heat 
transfer coefficient ℎ is more considerable in turbulent flow than laminar flow. 
Torii (2009) also used a similar experimental apparatus to investigate convective heat transfer 
performance of diamond/water, Alଶ�ଷ/water and Cu�/water nanofluids (�= 0.1%, 1% and 5%) 
in turbulent flow (ܴ݁ ≈ ͸ͲͲͲ). Taking the results for Alଶ�ଷ/water as example, their experiments 
showed that the Nusselt number increased with increasing volume fraction and Reynolds number. 
They also used Gnielinski equation as the comparison basis for their experimental data. In their 
study, enhancement of nanofluid heat transfer was considered affected by several factors such as 
concentration, aggregation and Zeta potential. 
By above experimental studies on nanofluids forced convection in both laminar and turbulent 
conditions, nanofluid heat transfer performance is found to increase with increasing volume 
fraction and Reynolds number. Furthermore, by comparisons, it also can be found that nanofluid 
heat transfer enhancement is more considerable in turbulent flow than that in laminar flow. Apart 
from above general conclusions, it is also concluded that the nanoparticles migration in basefluids 
due to shear action, viscosity gradient and Brownian motion could be an important reason to affect 
nanofluid heat transfer performance. 
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2.4 CFD simulations for nanofluid flow and heat transfer 
2.4.1 Different CFD approaches  
To gain a better understanding of nanofluid flow and heat transfer performance, many 
numerical investigations have been carried out in the past two decades (Kamyar et al., 2012). 
Although molecule dynamics approach (Nie et al., 2004, Sarkar and Selvam, 2007, Lu and Fan, 
2008, Mohebbi, 2012, Cui et al., 2015) and Lattice-Boltzmann approach (Xuan and Yao, 2005, 
Nemati et al., 2010, Ashorynejad et al., 2013, Lai and Yang, 2011) have been applied and 
satisfactory results were reported very often, however, ‘classical’ CFD methods are still playing 
a dominant role in this area. 
In conventional CFD simulations, nanofluid is usually assumed to be a stable and 
homogeneous single-phase fluid but with different uniform properties (i.e. density, thermal 
conductivity and viscosity, etc) as its basefluid. After predicting such properties, nanofluid flow 
and heat transfer performance can be investigated numerically in the same way as that for pure 
fluid. This method is recognised as ‘single-phase’ approach (Kamyar et al., 2012). 
Since Ding and Wen (2005) reported that the particles migration in nanofluid suspension could 
be one of the most important reasons to influence nanofluid heat transfer performance, researchers 
began to apply multi-phase approaches for nanofluid flow and heat transfer simulation. These 
investigations can be sorted into four categories (approaches) in terms of the different basic ideas. 
They are Eulerian-Lagrangian approach, Eulerian-Eulerian approach, Mixture approach and 
Volume of Fluid (VOF) approach. 
More generally, all above approaches can be summarised as single-phase method and multi-
phase method. Because multi-phase method can be performed in completely different ways, it can 
be sorted further into two categories in terms of basic theoretical frames: Lagrangian-based 
approach and Eulerian-based approach. Therefore, in this section, previous typical CFD works on 
nanofluid flow and heat transfer are reviewed from three aspects, i.e. single-phase approach, 
Eulerian-Lagrangian approach and Eulerian approaches. 
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2.4.2 Single-phase approach 
As mentioned before, single-phase approach assumes that nanofluid is a stable and 
homogeneous single-phase fluid but with different properties as its basefluid. For nanofluid 
properties such as thermal conductivity and viscosity, prediction models are always employed 
before the simulations according to several factors such as volume fraction, temperature and 
nanoparticle size (Kalteh et al., 2012). With above assumption, nanofluid flow and heat transfer 
performance can be investigated numerically in the same way as that for pure fluid. Based on this 
idea, CFD simulation can be applied easily for both nanofluid natural and forced convection 
problems. 
For nanofluid natural convection, Khanafer et al. (2003) found water heat transfer rate in a 
two-dimensional enclosure could be substantially increased by adding more copper nanoparticles 
(� is up to 20%). Oztop and Abu-Nada (2008) found natural heat transfer enhancement by using Alଶ�ଷ/water, �i�ଶ/water and Cu/water nanofluids (�=0~20%) in two-dimensional rectangular 
enclosures with different aspect ratios. In their study, the enhancement was more pronounced at 
low aspect ratio than that at high aspect ratio. Aminossadati and Ghasemi (2009) reported that 
adding Cu , Ag , Alଶ�ଷ  and �i�ଶ  nanoparticles ( � is up to 20%) could improve cooling 
performance of pure water in a bottom-heated two-dimensional enclosure, especially when 
Rayleigh number was low. Oueslati and Bennacer (2011) found nanofluid natural heat convection 
enhancement in a two-dimensional cavity when the volume fraction of Alଶ�ଷ , �i�ଶ  and Cu 
nanoparticles was lower than 5%. Ternik and Rudolf (2012) indicated that average Nusselt 
number was an increasing function of nanofluid volume fraction after they examined the heat 
transfer enhancement of water-based Au, Alଶ�ଷ, Cu and �i�ଶ nanofluids (� is up to 10%) in a 
two-dimensional cavity. 
In above investigations, Nusselt number along heating wall is preferred to measure nanofluid 
heat transfer performance. Generally, by above single-phase CFD simulations, it can be concluded 
that adding nanoparticles to pure liquids can enhance natural convection heat transfer 
performance of basefluid. Furthermore, this enhancement increases with increasing Rayleigh 
number and volume fraction of nanoparticle phase. Compared to previous experimental 
investigations in which deteriorations of nanofluid natural convection heat transfer are usually 
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reported, it is not difficult to find that arguments still exist in this area. For the controversial 
conclusions, the possible slip between nanoparticles and basefluid is supposed to be one of the 
primary reasons.  
For nanofluid forced convection, Raisee et al. (2006) investigated the hydrodynamic and 
thermal characteristics of laminar Alଶ�ଷ/water and Alଶ�ଷ/�G nanofluids (�=1~10%) flowing 
through two-dimensional and axis-symmetric passages (ܴ݁ = ͳͲͲ and 250). It was found that 
the addition of nanoparticles increased both heat transfer coefficient and shear stress on the wall. 
Comparatively, they considered that the nanoparticles have more effects on the wall shear stress 
rather than heat transfer coefficient. Abu-Nada (2008) obtained the distributions of Nusselt 
number of five different nanofluids (Cu, Ag, Alଶ�ଷ, Cu�, and �i�ଶ/water with � up to 0.2%) 
at the top and bottom walls in a channel with back-facing step. It was found that nanoparticles 
with high thermal conductivity (such as Ag and Cu) had more enhancements on Nusselt number 
outside the recirculation zones (ܴ݁ = ʹͲͲ and 400). Bajestan et al. (2010) investigated heat 
transfer of laminar Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid (� = Ͳ.ʹ~͸%) flow in a bent pipe and a straight one 
numerically (ܴ݁ = ͺ͵͵). Their simulations showed that both the nanoparticles and curvature 
effects enhanced heat transfer performance but also increased pressure drop. Mehrez et al. (2013) 
investigated mixed convection of nanofluids (Cu, Alଶ�ଷ, Cu� and �i�ଶ/water with � up to 
10%) flow in an open cavity heated from below by uniform temperature (ܴ݁ = ͳͲͲ~ͷͲͲ). It was 
found that the heat transfer increased with the increase of Reynolds number and volume fraction 
of nanoparticles. The selection of these parameters was reported important to obtain maximum 
enhancement of heat transfer. 
In above investigations of nanofluid forced convection, it can be found that local heat transfer 
coefficient and Nusselt number along heating surface are always applied to measure nanofluid 
forced convection performance. Generally, by above single-phase CFD simulations, it can be 
concluded that nanofluid forced convection heat transfer increases with nanoparticles volume 
fraction and Reynolds number. This conforms to previous experimental investigations. However, 
after adding nanoparticles to basefluid, the increased viscosity also plays a role to impede 
nanofluid flow. In some of previous investigations, the relative motion between nanoparticles and 
basefluid was considered as a primary reason for the noticeable difference between numerical and 
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experimental results, but, due to the nature of single-phase CFD simulation, it is actually 
impossible to consider the interactions between nanoparticles and basefluid. 
2.4.3 Eulerian-Lagrangian approach 
If nanofluid was treated as a real two-phase flow, it will be considered to have two parts: 
basefluid and nanoparticles. The most straightforward approach is to solve governing equations 
for basefluid first, then the information of fluid flow is used to predict nanoparticles motion based 
on the second Newton’s law (4.1). In momentum and energy equations for basefluid, extra terms ܵ௠ and ܵ௘ are added to governing equations (3.15) and (3.21) for the impacts between fluid and 
solid phases in terms of momentum and energy, respectively. However, regarding the forces acting 
on nanoparticles, different presentations can be found from previous publications. 
For nanofluids under Eulerian-Lagrangian frame, the work reported by Bianco et al. (2009) is 
the most typical one. In which they reported a comparative work between single-phase method 
and multi-phase method. They carried out the investigation by FLUENT and Eulerian-Lagrangian 
approach was applied to track nanoparticles motion (Stokes number ܵݐ݇ ≈ Ͳ.Ͳͳ). In their works, 
only drag force was considered on nanoparticles. After the simulations for 1% and 4% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluids flowing through a horizontal tube, they concluded that the Lagrangian 
approach predicted very similar results as the single-phase method did. However, the information 
of how many particles were employed to present nanoparticles in their investigation was not 
presented. Actually, it is impossible to track all the real nanoparticles in Lagrangian approach due 
to the huge particle amount (i.e. about ͷ.͹ × ͳͲଶ଴  nanoparticles with diameter of ݀ = ͳͲͲ݊݉ 
in a ͳܿ݉ଷ volume). 
Pallares and Grau (2010) presented a CFD simulation of 3% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid natural 
convection in a two-dimensional square cavity by Eulerian-Lagrangian approach ( ܵݐ݇ ≈ͳͲ−଺ ܽ݊݀ ͳͲ−ସ). They assumed that nanoparticles distribution is perfectly uniform in basefluid 
and only drag force from basefluid was considered. In their simulation, 40000 and 400000 
numerical particles were applied to present real nanoparticles in different cases respectively. 
Compared to pure water, a heat transfer rate reduction of about 1% was reported in their 
conclusion. 
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Tahir and Mital (2012) reported a CFD study of 1% and 4% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluids flow and 
heat transfer in a circular channel by Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. With the help of FLUENT, 
they treated basefluid as a continuous medium and the laminar flow field was solved by N–S 
equations. Being different with other previous works, Brownian force, thermophoretic force and 
Saffman lift force were considered together for the first time in CFD investigations of nanofluid. 
The nanoparticles were tracked individually under Lagrangian frame and their trajectories were 
determined using particle force balance. Using this approach, a good match was obtained between 
their numerical results and the experimental results reported by other literatures. However, they 
also did not mention how many Lagrangian particles were applied in their simulations. 
Moraveji and Esmaeili (2012) published a comparison between single-phase approach and 
Lagrangian approach for forced convection simulation of 1wt% and 4wt% Alଶ�ଷ /water 
nanofluids in a long tube with uniform heating at wall boundary (ܵݐ݇ ≈ Ͳ.Ͳͳ). In this work, only 
drag force was considered for nanoparticles. It was reported that heat transfer was enhanced by 
increasing the concentration of nanoparticles in nanofluid and Reynolds number. However, their 
simulations showed that the results predicted by the two approaches ‘are quite similar’. This 
conclusion is similar to that in (Bianco et al., 2009). 
In summary, it can be found that when nanofluid is simulated under Eulerian-Lagrangian 
frame, it is a truly practical way because nanoparticles can be treated as real particles suspended 
in basefluid. However, in most previous CFD works under Eulerian-Lagrangian frame, drag force 
is the only force type to count in for nanoparticles. It is reasonable to argue that this may ignore 
many details when particle motion features are considered. Moreover, in a typical Eulerian-
Lagrangian approach, the focus is mainly on the interactions between continuous flow and 
discrete particles, but the interactions among discrete particles are not considered, this may lead 
to information missing for nanofluid investigations.  
2.4.4 Eulerian approaches 
Under Eulerian frame, Eulerian-Eulerian approach, VOF approach and Mixture approach 
have been applied for nanofluid CFD simulations. No matter which approach is selected, a 
common assumption always can be found: nanoparticles phase is a pseudo fluid. For each 
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numerical cell within computational region, basefluid and the ‘fluid’ of nanoparticles may exist 
together. With this consideration, all the three approaches under Eulerian frame have to meet a 
criteria expressed by �௙ + �௡ = ͳ, i.e. the sum of basefluid volume fraction �௙ and nanoparticle 
volume fraction �௡ is 100%.  
With such a consideration, Eulerian-Eulerian approach solves two sets of governing equations, 
i.e. (3.15) and (3.21) for the flow and heat transfer of both basefluid and nanoparticle phases. In 
the two sets of equations for basefluid and nanoparticle phases respectively, additional terms ܵ௠ 
and ܵ௘ are still needed for momentum and energy exchanges between the two phases (Akbari et 
al., 2012). However by this approach, the most remarkable advantage is the required 
computational resource mainly depends on cells number, rather than particles number as that 
under Lagrangian frame. 
VOF approach solves a single set of momentum equation and energy equation for the two 
phases and tracks their volume fractions all over the computational region (Moraveji and Ardehali, 
2013). Nanofluid properties can be calculated according to the volume fractions of nanoparticle 
phase in every computational cell. In this approach, velocity ܷ, pressure ݌ and temperature ܶ 
are shared by basefluid and nanoparticle phases. However, it should be noticed that VOF approach 
is based on a consideration that there is no interpenetration between phases. To each 
computational cell, it should have volume fraction �௡ = Ͳ or �௡ = ͳ. If Ͳ < �௡ < ͳ is the case, 
the information of the interface between the two phases must be tracked (Hirt and Nichols, 1981). 
Mixture approach can model multi-phase flow and heat transfer behaviours by solving one set 
of continuity, momentum, energy and volume fraction equations for the mixture (More details 
will be given in Chapter 5). In this procedure, several algebraic expressions for the relative 
velocities between different phases are needed. Thus in Mixture approach, it is possible to define 
some parameters what are particularly for nanoparticles sedimentation (based on experimental 
investigations). The difference between Mixture model and VOF model is that the interface 
between the two phases is not necessary to track. This nature of Mixture model saves lots of 
computational resource requirement when numerical mesh is fine. 
(Behzadmehr et al., 2007) is believed to be the first publication using multi-phase method for 
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nanofluid CFD simulation. In their investigation, 1% Cu/water nanofluid in a circular tube was 
assumed to be a mixture of basefluid phase and nanoparticle phase, and Mixture approach (a 
simplified Eulerian-Eulerian method) was employed. In their study, the governing equations were 
solved for a mixture, whose properties were calculated based on the properties of both basedfluid 
and nanoparticles. However, the difference between this method and the single-phase approach 
is, the slip velocity between basefluid and nanoparticle phase is considered and estimated 
according to mixture flow velocity and nanoparticle features (such as density and size). By their 
comparison of Nusselt number between the results provided by single-phase approach, Mixture 
approach and previous experimental investigation, it was found that Mixture approach gives 
better agreement to experimental investigation. Lotfi et al. (2010) also carried out a comparison 
between single-phase approach and Mixture approach for 1% Alଶ�ଷ /water nanofluid in 
horizontal tubes. They obtained a very similar conclusion that the Mixture model provided better 
results than single-phase approach. 
Akbari et al. (2011) carried out a comparative investigation between single-phase and different 
multi-phase CFD simulations. They applied all the three approaches under Eulerian frame, i.e. 
VOF, Mixture and Eulerian-Eulerian models to laminar forced convection of 0.6%, 1% and 1.6% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluids in a horizontal tube heated by uniform heat flux. Furthermore, they also 
applied temperature-dependent basefluid density and viscosity to make the simulation is more 
practical. They reported that the three multi-phase models predicted better results than single-
phase approach. However, if compared the results predicted by the three multi-phase models, no 
noticeable difference could be found. 
Moraveji and Ardehali (2013) also reported a comparison between the three two-phase models 
and single-phase model for laminar forced convection of 0.5wt%, 1wt% and 6wt% Alଶ�ଷ/water 
nanofluids in a mini-channel heat sink. In this study the three multi-phase models showed very 
similar results. By their comparison, multi-phase approaches were believed to be better than 
single-phase approach, and Mixture model was suggested to be the best choice to achieve the 
balance between more accurate results and less CPU usage. 
Garoosi et al. (2014) carried out a CFD study for natural and mixed convection heat transfer 
of Alଶ�ଷ /water nanofluids (up to � = ͷ% ) in a laterally-heated square cavity. In their 
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simulations, standard N–S equations were solved for nanofluid mixture, but an extra term was 
added in energy equation for the possible energy flux due to nanoparticles Brownian motion and 
thermophoretic effects. Their results indicated that there is an optimal volume fraction of 
nanoparticles at each Rayleigh and Richardson numbers for the maximum heat transfer rate. It 
was also observed that with low Rayleigh and high Richardson numbers, the particle distribution 
was ‘fairly non-uniform’. 
By above investigations and correlative comparisons, treating nanofluid as multi-phase under 
Eulerian frame is believed to be more practical than Eulerian-Lagrangian approach in terms of 
computational effort. This is because when the dispersed particles are assumed to be a pseudo 
continuous phase, only another one set of governing equations is needed. In terms of further 
benefits in computational efficiency, Mixture approach is believed to be better than Eulerian-
Eulerian approach and VOF approach. 
2.5 Conclusions 
A literature review is carried out in this chapter, in which some topics such as nanofluid 
preparation, thermal conductivity enhancement, natural and forced convections heat transfer and 
nanofluid CFD simulations. By this review, some conclusions can be drawn as follows: 
1. For nanofluid preparation, two-step method is more popular than one-step method due to 
its good natures such as easy to operate and less apparatus are needed. However, 
nanoparticles sedimentation is a big problem if no appropriate dispersion treatments or 
stabilizers are applied after preparation. 
2. According to previous experimental investigations, nanofluid has better thermal 
conductivity than the corresponding basefluid, but the mechanisms are not completely 
clear yet. When nanofluid properties (particularly thermal conductivity and viscosity) are 
needed for CFD simulation, it could be more practical to apply trustable experimental 
data instead of predicting models. 
3. In experimental investigations, nanofluid heat transfer deterioration is usually observed 
in natural convection while enhancement can be observed in forced convection. For the 
unexpected phenomenon in nanofluid natural convection, the slip between nanoparticles 
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and basefluid is considered as one of the most possible reasons. 
4. Single-phase CFD simulation is comparatively easy to carry out and very popular for 
present nanofluid numerical investigations. However with this approach, it is impossible 
to consider the possible slip between nanoparticles and basefluid.  
5. Among multi-phase CFD approaches, Lagrangian method is considered as the most 
straightforward one, but simulations under Eulerian frame are believed to be more 
efficient with less required computational resource. Furthermore, Mixture approach under 
Eulerian frame is believed to be the best option to achieve even more benefits in 
computational effort. 
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3. CFD BASICS OF FLUID FLOW AND HEAT 
TRANSFER 
3.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in Chapter1 and Chapter2, a multi-phase CFD investigation is going to be 
carried out in this work to combine nanofluid flow, heat transfer and nanoparticles sedimentation 
via OpenFOAM. For this, some necessary CFD basics such as governing equations, main features 
of OpenFOAM and treatment of N–S equations in OpenFOAM are presented in this chapter. This 
chapter is the theoretical basis to build up OpenFOAM ‘platforms’ for the following nanofluid 
simulations in multi-phase way. 
3.2 Governing equations for CFD simulation 
In CFD simulations for any sorts of fluid, conservation rules are always the most important 
basis to describe fluid behaviour. For the simulations of single-phase fluid (such as pure water 
and air) or uniform mixture (such as nanofluid with single-phase assumption under Eulerian 
frame), conservation equations usually consist of a set of continuity equation, momentum 
equation and energy equation. While for the simulations under Lagrangian frame, the three 
governing equations are also employed to describe flow and heat transfer of the primary 
continuous phase. 
3.2.1 Continuity equation 
For continuity equation, the physical principle ‘mass is conserved’ is applied. According to 
this theory, a control volume of arbitrary shape of finite size, which is fixed in space needs to be 
considered. Fluid is supposed to move through the control volume and across the control surface 
as shown in Fig. 3.1 (Anderson Jr, 2009). This is the physical basis for all the following equations 
and derivations. 
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Fig. 3.1 Finite control volume in space (Anderson Jr, 2009) 
At a point on the control surface in Fig. 3.1, flow velocity vector is ܷ , vector volume 
elemental surface area is ݀ܵ and ܸ݀ is elemental volume inside the finite control volume ܸ. 
To a hexahedron control volume with above considerations, if the velocities in direction ݔ, ݕ 
and ݖ are presented as ݑ, ݒ and ݓ, respectively, the total net mass flow out of the control 
volume through surface ܵ can be expressed as: ׭ ߩௌ ܷ ∙ ݀ܵ = [డሺఘ௨ሻడ௫ ݀ݔ + డሺఘ௩ሻడ௬ ݀ݕ + డሺఘ௪ሻడ௭ ݀ݖ] ݀ݔ݀ݕ݀ݖ        (3.1) 
The time rate of mass increase inside the control volume is: 
డడ௧ ׮ ߩ௏ ܸ݀ = డఘడ௧ ሺ݀ݔ݀ݕ݀ݖሻ                   (3.2) 
According to mass conservative law, the absolute values of the right hand side of (3.1) and 
(3.2) should be exactly same. Thus, continuity equation can be written in a conservation form 
(3.3) or a non-conservation form (3.4): 
డఘడ௧ + ߘ ∙ ሺߩܷሻ = Ͳ                      (3.3) ஽ఘ஽௧ + ߩߘ ∙ ܷ = Ͳ                        (3.4) 
3.2.2 Momentum equations 
Momentum equations for fluid in ݔ , ݕ  and ݖ  directions can be derived by applying 
Newton’s second law on an infinitesimal moving fluid element. To an infinitesimally small 
moving fluid element (Anderson and Wendt, 1995), if considered those components in ݔ 
direction only, Newton’s second law to the moving fluid element can be expressed as (3.5). ܨ௫ = ݉ܽ௫                            (3.5) 
where the acting force ܨ௫ on the fluid element consists of body forces (e.g. gravitational, electric 
and magnetic forces acting on element body) and surface forces (e.g. pressure, shear and normal 
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stresses acting on element surfaces).  
If only gravity is considered for body force, then the total force ܨ௫ acting on the fluid element 
is: ܨ௫ = ሺ− డ�డ௫ + డఛೣೣడ௫ + డఛ೤ೣడ௬ + డఛ೥ೣడ௭ + ߩ݃௫ሻ݀ݔ݀ݕ݀ݖ        (3.6) 
where ߬ is for shear stress at different faces in different directions. 
Eventually, with the consideration that numerical cells volume do not change, (3.5) becomes 
to (3.7): ߩ ஽௨஽௧ = − డ�డ௫ + డఛೣೣడ௫ + డఛ೤ೣడ௬ + డఛ೥ೣడ௭ + ߩ݃௫          (3.7) 
To a fluid element, (3.7) is usually referred to as momentum equation in ݔ direction. In 
similar way, the momentum equations in ݕ and ݖ directions can be expressed as (3.8) and (3.9), 
respectively: ߩ ஽௩஽௧ = − డ�డ௬ + డఛೣ೤డ௫ + డఛ೤೤డ௬ + డఛ೥೤డ௭ + ߩ݃௬          (3.8) ߩ ஽௪஽௧ = − డ�డ௬ + డఛೣ೥డ௫ + డఛ೤೥డ௬ + డఛ೥೥డ௭ + ߩ݃௭          (3.9) 
Momentum equations (3.7)~(3.9) are obtained directly from an application of fundamental 
physical principles to an infinitesimal moving fluid element, they are non-conservation form N–
S equations. 
N–S equations also can be obtained in a conservation form: 
డሺఘ௨ሻడ௧ + ߘ ∙ ሺߩݑܷሻ = − డ�డ௫ + డఛೣೣడ௫ + డఛ೤ೣడ௬ + డఛ೥ೣడ௭ + ߩ݃௫      (3.10) 
డሺఘ௩ሻడ௧ + ߘ ∙ ሺߩݒܷሻ = − డ�డ௬ + డఛೣ೤డ௫ + డఛ೤೤డ௬ + డఛ೥೤డ௭ + ߩ݃௬      (3.11) 
డሺఘ௪ሻడ௧ + ߘ ∙ ሺߩݓܷሻ = − డ�డ௬ + డఛೣ೥డ௫ + డఛ೤೥డ௬ + డఛ೥೥డ௭ + ߩ݃௭      (3.12) 
According to Stokes estimations for surface forces (Stokes, 1851), N–S equation (3.10) can 
be written as: 
డሺఘ௨ሻడ௧ + ∇ ∙ ሺߩݑܷሻ = − డ�డ௫ − ଶଷ ߤ డడ௫ ሺ∇ ∙ ܷሻ + ߤ∇ଶݑ + ߤ డడ௫ ሺ∇ ∙ ܷሻ + ߩ݃௫ (3.13) 
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If fluid density does not change with time, (3.13) becomes to: 
డሺఘ௨ሻడ௧ + ∇ ∙ ሺߩݑܷሻ = − డ�డ௫ + ߤ∇ଶݑ + ߩ݃௫             (3.14) 
With similar considerations for the variables in directions ݕ and ݖ, the momentum equation 
can be written in a general form: 
డሺఘ௎ሻడ௧ + ∇ ∙ ሺߩܷܷሻ = −ߘ݌ + ߤ∇ଶܷ + ߩ݃             (3.15) 
To incompressible fluid, momentum equation becomes to: 
డ௎డ௧ + ∇ ∙ ሺܷܷሻ = − ଵఘ ߘ݌ + ߥ∇ଶܷ + ݃             (3.16) 
where ߥ is kinetic viscosity. 
In this work, the fluid density ߩ  may be replaced by a kinematic density ߩ௞  due to 
temperature variation (Boussinesq, 1903). Such density change is the reason for fluid natural 
convection, and (3.17) is the numerical basis to simulate this phenomenon according to 
Boussinesq assumption. ߩ௞ = ͳ − ߚሺܶ − ଴ܶሻ                      (3.17) 
where ଴ܶ is reference temperature, and ߚ is fluid thermal expansion coefficient. 
3.2.3 Energy equation 
For energy equation, another physical principle ‘energy is conserved’ is applied. This theory 
is also the first thermodynamics law (Cengel et al., 1998). When the basic idea of energy 
conservation is applied to flow model of a fluid element moving with the flow, the first 
thermodynamics law can be expressed in a comprehensive non-conservation form to include the 
considerations such as net flux of heat into the fluid element and work done on the element, etc: ߩ ஽஽௧ ሺ݁ + ܷଶ/ʹሻ = ߩ̇ݍ + డడ௫ ሺ݇ డ்డ௫ሻ + డడ௬ ሺ݇ డ்డ௬ሻ + డడ௭ ሺ݇ డ்డ௭ሻ − [డሺ௨�ሻడ௫ + డሺ௩�ሻడ௬ + డሺ௪�ሻడ௭ ] + డሺ௨ఛೣೣሻడ௫ +డሺ௨ఛ೤ೣሻడ௬ + డሺ௨ఛ೥ೣሻడ௭ + డሺ௩ఛೣ೤ሻడ௫ + డሺ௩ఛ೤೤ሻడ௬ + డሺ௩ఛ೥೤ሻడ௭ + డሺ௪ఛೣ೥ሻడ௫ + డሺ௪ఛ೤೥ሻడ௬ + డሺ௪ఛ೥೥ሻడ௭ + ߩ݃ ∙ ܷ (3.18) 
where ̇ݍ is volumetric heat addition rate per unit mass, ݁ is internal energy and ܶ is 
temperature. 
To cast (3.18) to a form dealing with internal energy ݁ only, an equation (3.19) can be 
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obtained as: ߩ ஽௘஽௧ = ߩ̇ݍ + డడ௫ ሺ݇ డ்డ௫ሻ + డడ௬ ሺ݇ డ்డ௬ሻ + డడ௭ ሺ݇ డ்డ௭ሻ − ݌ሺడ௨డ௫ + డ௩డ௬ + డ௪డ௭ ሻ + ߬௫௫ డ௨డ௫ + ߬௬௫ డ௨డ௬ + ߬௭௫ డ௨డ௭ +߬௫௬ డ௩డ௫ + ߬௬௬ డ௩డ௬ + ߬௭௬ డ௩డ௭ + ߬௫௭ డ௪డ௫ + ߬௬௭ డ௪డ௬ + ߬௭௭ డ௪డ௭     (3.19) 
If used completely flow field variables, the energy equation in conservation form can be 
written as: 
డሺఘ௘ሻడ௧ + ∇ ∙ ሺߩܷ݁ሻ = ߩ̇ݍ + డడ௫ ሺ݇ డ்డ௫ሻ + డడ௬ ሺ݇ డ்డ௬ሻ + డడ௭ ሺ݇ డ்డ௭ሻ − ݌ሺడ௨డ௫ + డ௩డ௬ + డ௪డ௭ ሻ +ߣሺడ௨డ௫ + డ௩డ௬ + డ௪డ௭ ሻଶ + ߤ [ʹሺడ௨డ௫ሻଶ + ʹሺడ௩డ௬ሻଶ + ʹሺడ௪డ௭ ሻଶ + ሺడ௨డ௬ + డ௩డ௫ሻଶ + ሺడ௨డ௭ + డ௪డ௫ ሻଶ + ሺడ௩డ௭ + డ௪డ௬ሻଶ]  
(3.20) 
In most cases, the terms representing work done by pressure and viscous forces can be 
removed for incompressible fluid (Ferziger and Perić, 2002). Furthermore, in CFD simulations 
for fluid heat transfer, the contribution of volumetric heating of the element, i.e. the term ߩ̇ݍ in 
(3.20) is usually ignored. Thus, (3.20) becomes to: 
డሺఘ௘ሻడ௧ + ∇ ∙ ሺߩܷ݁ሻ = ∇  ∙ ሺ݇∇ܶሻ                   (3.21) 
To incompressible fluid, due to ݁ = ܿ�ܶ, the simplified conservation form of energy equation 
(3.21) can be written as: 
డడ்௧ + ∇  ∙ ሺܷܶሻ = ∇ ∙ ( ௞ఘ௖� ∇ܶ)                   (3.22) 
where ܿ� is specific heat capacity. 
By Prandtl number ܲݎ = ఓ௖�௞ , (3.22) can be written as: 
డడ்௧ + ∇  ∙ ሺܷܶሻ = ∇  ∙ ቀ ν�௥ ∇ܶቁ                   (3.23) 
3.3 Main features of OpenFOAM for CFD 
OpenFOAM is not popular in CFD simulations for nanofluids yet. However, it is becoming 
an important tool for normal fluid flow and heat transfer analysis (Chen et al., 2014a). Due to the 
‘open’ features, OpenFOAM definitely has a great potential to play a much more important role 
in nanofluid CFD simulations. In OpenFOAM, the concepts of tensor and domain discretisation 
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are the two most important natures to ensure a reliable CFD simulation. 
3.3.1 Tensors 
Tensors are geometric objects belonging to a particular space and obeying some certain 
mathematical rules (Aris, 2012). They are used to describe linear relations between vectors, 
scalars, and other tensors. Specifically, tensors are represented by a set of component values 
relating to a set of unit base vectors (Guide, 2011). In OpenFOAM, the unit base vectors ݅௫, ݅௬ 
and ݅௭  are aligned with the right-handed rectangular Cartesian coordinate axes ݔ, ݕ and ݖ, 
respectively (Fig. 3.2). 
 
Fig. 3.2 Right handed Cartesian coordinate system 
Basically, there are two attributes for a tensor: dimension ݀ and rank ݎ. In OpenFOAM, 
dimension ݀ is set as three, it offers tensor rank ݎ a range of Ͳ~ʹ. When ݎ = Ͳ, a ‘scalar’ can 
be represented by a single real number, e.g. pressure ݌, temperature ܶ and volume fraction � 
etc in present work. When ݎ = ͳ, a ‘vector’ can be represented by parameters of both magnitude 
and direction. In present work, velocity ܷ and force ܨ are presented by vectors. In component 
form, vector a= ሺܽଵ, ܽଶ, ܽଷሻ is related to a set of Cartesian axes ݔ, ݕ and ݖ, respectively. When ݎ = ʹ, a ‘tensor’ can be expressed in array notation as: 
௜ܶ௝ = ( ଵܶଵ ଵܶଶ ଵܶଷଶܶଵ ଶܶଶ ଶܶଷଷܶଵ ଷܶଶ ଷܶଷ)                      (3.24) 
where a certain component ௜ܶ௝ is represented by indices ݅ and ݆. The components for ݅ = ݆ 
are referred to as diagonal components, while those for ݅ ≠ ݆ are referred to as off-diagonal 
components. 
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OpenFOAM contains a C++ class library for tensor mathematics. The basic tensor classes in 
OpenFOAM are recognised as ‘scalar’, ‘vector’ and ‘tensor’, the values of which can be accessed 
by functions as shown in Tab. 3.1. 
Tab. 3.1 Basic tensor classes in OpenFOAM 
Rank Basic class Access functions 
0 scalar ~ 
1 vector x(), y(), z() 
2 tensor xx(), xy(), xz() 
Before performing algebraic operations, all variables must have appropriate units to ensure 
the calculation is physically meaningful. In OpenFOAM, it is one of the most primary rules that 
the values at left and right hand sides of an equation must have exactly same dimensional units. 
For this, it is encouraged that each variable should be given an appropriate dimensional unit in an 
array. For instance, ‘ܶ [Ͳ Ͳ Ͳ ͳ Ͳ Ͳ Ͳ] ͵ͲͲ’ indicates that the temperature ܶ is defined as ܶ =͵ͲͲܭ. The rules for unit definition can be found in Tab. 3.2, the first four of which are needed in 
present work. 
Tab. 3.2 Seven units in OpenFOAM 
Sequence in array Physical meaning in OpenFOAM Unit 
1 Mass kilogram 
2 Length metre 
3 Time second 
4 Temperature Kelvin 
5 Quantity Moles 
6 Current Ampere 
7 Luminous intensity Candela 
3.3.2 Discretisation of computational domain and boundary conditions 
Discretisation can be performed by approximating a problem into discrete quantities. This can 
be operated for solution domain, time domain and algebraic equations. More specifically, space 
domain can be discretised into computational mesh on which the PDEs are subsequently 
discretized, while time (if required) can be broken into a set of time steps (Fig. 3.3). In 
OpenFOAM, time step could depend on Courant number, which is calculated during the 
simulation (ÇEr et al., 2014). 
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Fig. 3.3 Discretisation of solution and time domains (Guide, 2011) 
Particularly, space discretisation requires the subdivision of computational domain into a 
number of cells (control volumes). In OpenFOAM, there is no limitation on the number of faces 
bounding each cell, nor any restriction on the alignment of each face. The mesh based on such 
space discretisation is often referred to as ‘arbitrarily unstructured’ (Fig. 3.4). However in present 
work, structured mesh is applied for all the cases due to its advantages of high efficiency and 
simpler data structure (Jacquotte and Coussement, 1992). 
 
Fig. 3.4 Key parameters in finite volume discretisation (Guide, 2011) 
As the most basic mesh class in OpenFOAM, ‘polyMesh’ is constructed by the minimum 
information required to define a mesh geometry. For this, four lists, i.e. ‘points’, ‘faces’, 
‘boundary’ and ‘cellZones’ should be defined first in a case folder (Tab. 3.3). 
Tab. 3.3 Four lists in OpenFOAM to describe mesh 
List name Content Location 
points A list of cell vertex point coordinate vectors. Case/constant/polyMesh 
faces A list of face numbers and cell vertex points. Case/constant/polyMesh 
boundary 
A list of patches with information such as names, 
groups and start face. 
Case/constant/polyMesh 
cellZones A list of cell numbers. Case/constant/polyMesh 
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Fig. 3.5 Schematic mesh description in OpenFOAM 
In OpenFOAM, ‘fvMesh’ class is created through discretisation of geometric field and used 
to store additional data needed for following calculations (Tab. 3.4). ‘fvMesh’ class supports 
standard algebraic matrix operations such as addition, subtraction and multiplication. These data 
stored in ‘fvMesh’ class are the basis of all the other calculations for PDEs and new variables. For 
instance, face area ௙ܵ in Fig. 3.4 is necessary to estimate the heat flux across a cell face. 
Tab. 3.4 Stored data in ‘fvMesh’ class 
Class Description Symbol 
volScalarField Cell volumes ܸ 
surfaceVectorField Face area vectors ௙ܵ 
surfaceScalarField Face area magnitudes | ௙ܵ| 
volVectorField Cell centres ܥ 
surfaceVectorField Face centres ܥ௙ 
surfaceScalarField Face motion fluxes �௚ 
Discretisation of N–S equations converts PDEs into a set of algebraic equations for all cells 
in computational domain. The algebraic equation for a cell as in Fig. 3.4 is commonly expressed 
in a matrix form as: [ܣ][ݔ] = [ܤ]                           (3.25) 
where ܣ is a square matrix storing the coefficients of a set of algebraic equations, ݔ is column 
vector of dependent variable and ܤ is source vector. 
Each term in a PDE is represented individually in OpenFOAM code by the classes of static 
functions ‘finiteVolumeMethod’ and ‘finiteVolumeCalculus’, which are abbreviated as ‘fvm’ and 
‘fvc’, respectively. ‘fvm’ and ‘fvc contain static functions representing differential operators such 
as ‘∇’, ‘∇ ∙’ and ‘∇ଶ’. More specifically, functions of ‘fvm’ calculate implicit derivatives of and 
return an fvMatrix< Type> , while functions of ‘fvc’ calculate explicit derivatives and other explicit 
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calculations, returning a geometricField< Type> . Further details can be found in (Guide, 2011). 
Finite volume discretisation of each term in momentum equation (3.15) is generated by 
integrating the term over a cell volume ܸ as shown in Fig. 3.4. Most spatial derivative terms are 
then converted to integrals over the cell surface ܵ around the volume using Gauss’s theorem 
(Simmons, 1985): 
׬ ∇௏ ⋆ �ܸ݀ = ׬ ݀ܵ ⋆ௌ �                    (3.26) 
where ܵ is surface area and the information is stored in ‘surfaceVectorField’. � presents any 
tensor fields and the star notation ‘⋆’ is used to present any tensor products (i.e. gradient ‘∇�’ and 
divergence ‘∇ ∙ �’in present work). 
Volume and surface integrations are then linearised using appropriate schemes provided by 
OpenFOAM. Again, taking a typical cell in Fig. 3.4 as example, time derivative term ‘∂ሺఘ�ሻ∂௧ ’, 
gradient term ‘∇�’, divergence term ‘∇ ∙ �’, convection term ‘∇ ∙ ሺߩܷ�ሻ’ and Laplacian term 
‘∇ଶ�’ will be presented in this section. 
The time derivative term ∂ሺఘ�ሻ∂௧  can be integrated over a control volume with either Euler 
implicit scheme or backward differencing (Fezoui and Stoufflet, 1989). However, ‘Euler’ scheme 
is the default setup in most OpenFOAM tutorial cases: 
∂∂௧ ׬ ߩ�ܸ݀௏ = ሺఘ���௏ሻ೙−ሺఘ���௏ሻబ∆௧                   (3.27) 
where �௡ = �ሺݐ + ∆ݐሻ is the value at current time step, �଴ = �ሺݐሻ is stored as the value at 
previous time step and subscript ܲ denotes the cell centre point. 
The gradient term ‘∇�’ can be evaluated in a variety of ways, in which ‘Gauss linear’ is the 
default setup in most OpenFOAM tutorial cases: 
׬ ߘ�ܸ݀௏ = ׬ ݀ܵ�ௌ = ∑ ௙ܵ�௙௙                  (3.28) 
where �௙ is face field. The schemes for estimation of �௙ can be controlled by file ‘fvSchemes’, 
which is located in folder ‘system’ of the case in consideration. 
In OpenFOAM, central differencing, upwind differencing and blended differencing are the 
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three predefined schemes for differencing operation (Tab. 3.5). 
Tab. 3.5 Differencing schemes for face flux estimation in OpenFOAM 
Differencing scheme Expression Note 
Central differencing ሺܥܦሻ �௙ = ௫݂�� + ሺͳ − ௫݂ሻ�ே 
௫݂ = ݂ܰ̅̅ ̅̅ /ܲܰ̅̅ ̅̅ , where ݂ܰ̅̅ ̅̅  is 
the distance between ݂  and 
cell centre ܰ , while ܲܰ̅̅ ̅̅  is 
the distance between cell 
centres ܲ and ܰ. 
Upwind differencing ሺܷܦሻ �௙ = {�� , ܨ ൒ Ͳ�ே, ܨ < Ͳ ܨ indicates flow direction. 
Blended differencing �௙ = ሺͳ − ߛሻ(�௙)௎஽ + ߛ(�௙)஼஽ ߛ is blending coefficient. 
The divergence term ‘∇ ∙ �’ can be integrated over a control volume and linearised as:  
׬ ߘ ∙ �ܸ݀௏ = ׬ ݀ܵ ∙ �ௌ = ∑ ௙ܵ ∙ �௙௙               (3.29) 
The convection term ∇ ∙ ሺߩܷ�ሻ can be integrated over a control volume and linearised as:  
׬ ߘ ∙ ሺߩܷ�ሻܸ݀௏ = ׬ ݀ܵ ∙ ሺߩܷ�ሻௌ = ∑ ௙ܵ ∙ ሺߩܷሻ௙௙ �௙ = ∑ ܨ௙ �௙       (3.30) 
The Laplacian term ∇ଶ� can be integrated over a control volume and linearised as: 
׬ ߘ ∙ ሺ�ߘ�ሻܸ݀௏ = ׬ ݀ܵ ∙ ሺ�ߘ�ሻௌ = ∑ �௙ ௙ܵ ∙ ሺߘ�ሻ௙௙      (3.31) 
where � is the diffusivity for quantity � (Ferziger and Perić, 2002). 
By length vector ݀ between the cell centre of interest ܲ and the centre of a neighbouring 
cell ܰ, the term ௙ܵ ∙ ሺߘ�ሻ௙, which is orthogonal to the face plane ௙ܵ can be defined as (3.32). 
In the case of non-orthogonal meshes, an additional explicit term will be introduced (which is 
evaluated by interpolating cell centre gradients). 
௙ܵ ∙ ሺߘ�ሻ௙ = | ௙ܵ| ��−��|ௗ|                      (3.32) 
To ensure the solutions for PDEs are unique, continuous problem requires information about 
solutions at boundaries. For those control volumes next to boundaries in FVM, the boundary 
conditions require that the equations should be modified somewhat. In OpenFOAM, it is 
necessary to specify boundary conditions on all boundary faces. The boundary type could be 
either Dirichlet or Neumann as shown in Tab. 3.6 (Chung, 2010): 
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Tab. 3.6 Two boundary types in OpenFOAM 
Boundary type Information to provide 
Dirichlet 
Value of the dependent variable on the 
boundary. 
Neumann 
Gradient of the variable normal to the 
boundary. 
For fixed value boundary, real values �௕ can be substituted directly to where the values are 
required. However, for fixed gradient boundary, ݃௕ is a specification on inner product of the 
gradient and the unit normal to computational field boundary. It can be estimated by (3.33). 
Furthermore, gradient ݃௕  can be substituted directly as (3.34) in those cases where the 
discretisation requires face gradient. But if the discretisation required value �௙ on a boundary 
face, an interpolation should be carried out as (3.35). ݃௕ = ቀ ௌ|ௌ| ∙ ߘ�ቁ௙                       (3.33) ௙ܵ ∙ ሺ∇�ሻ௙ = | ௙ܵ|݃௕                      (3.34) �௙ = �� + ݀ ∙ ሺ∇�ሻ௙ = �� + |݀|݃௕               (3.35) 
3.4 Treatment of N–S equations in OpenFOAM 
To ensure governing equations are able to be solved by computer program, the computational 
region can be divided into a finite number of nodes or volumes. When the concept of finite volume 
is employed, it is referred to as finite volume method (FVM) (Ferziger and Perić, 2002). 
OpenFOAM programming is based on FVM. 
After the computational region has been divided into small elements, the equations system 
can be discretised to form matrices. For discretisation of N–S equations, continuity equation (3.4) 
and momentum equation (3.16) for incompressible fluid can be simply rewritten in general forms 
as (Jasak, 1996) ߘ ∙ ܷ = Ͳ                        (3.36) 
and 
డ௎డ௧ + ߘ ∙ ሺܷܷሻ − ߥߘଶܷ = −ߘ݌∗                (3.37) 
where ݌∗ = �ఘ + ݃  is the pressure term combining with gravity ݃  (this term may need 
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corrections with Boussinesq assumption when buoyancy force is needed, the details of which are 
given in (3.17)). 
Equation (3.37) is non-linear because of the convection term ߘ ∙ ሺܷܷሻ . After the 
computational region has been divided into a number of control volumes, the convection term ߘ ∙ ሺܷܷሻ can be described as (Jasak, 1996): ߘ ∙ ሺܷܷሻ = ܽ�ܷ� + ∑ ܽேܷேே                 (3.38) 
where coefficients ܽ� and ܽே are functions of velocity ܷ (cells ܲ and ܰ can be seen in Fig. 
3.4). 
Because continuity equation (3.36) and momentum equation (3.37) should be solved together 
during CFD simulations, this procedure will result in an even larger non-linear system. 
Comparatively, linearisation of the terms is preferred rather than using a solver particularly for 
non-linear systems. This means that a solved velocity ܷ satisfying continuity equation (3.36) 
will be used to calculate coefficients ܽ� and ܽே. 
3.4.1 Pressure equation 
According to (3.38), a semi-discretised form of momentum equation (3.39) can be used for 
pressure-velocity coupling. The pressure gradient term ߘ݌∗ is not discretised at this stage, for the 
reason that it needs to be left as the unknown in pressure equation later (Rhie and Chow, 1983). ܽ�ܷ� = �ሺ�ሻ − ߘ݌∗                     (3.39) 
Term �ሺ�ሻ at the right hand side of (3.39) has two parts: 
 ‘transport’ part, including the matrix coefficients for all neighbours multiplied by 
corresponding velocities (i.e. the first term at the right hand side of (3.40)). 
 ‘source’ part, including the transient term and all the other source terms apart from 
pressure gradient (i.e. the second term at the right hand side of (3.40)). �ሺ�ሻ = − ∑ ܽேܷேே + ௎బ∆௧                    (3.40) 
According to (3.39), velocity ܷ� for cell ܲ can be expressed as: 
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ܷ� = �ሺ�ሻ௔� − ఇ�∗௔�                         (3.41) 
And those velocities on cell faces can be expressed as the interpolation of (3.41): 
௙ܷ = [�ሺ�ሻ௔� ]௙ − ቀ ଵ௔�ቁ௙ ሺߘ݌∗ሻ௙                   (3.42) 
Face velocity ௙ܷ can be used to calculate those fluxes across cell faces, such as momentum 
flux and heat flux. 
According to the definition of divergence, continuity equation (3.36) can be discretised as: ߘ ∙ ܷ = ∑ ܵ ∙௙ ௙ܷ = Ͳ                     (3.43) 
Substituting (3.42) to (3.43), it can be obtained that: ∑ ܵ ∙௙ ቀ ଵ௔�ቁ௙ ሺߘ݌∗ሻ௙ − ∑ ܵ ∙௙ [�ሺ�ሻ௔� ]௙ = Ͳ            (3.44) 
Thus the pressure equation is: ߘ ∙ ቀ ଵ௔� ߘ݌∗ቁ = ∑ ܵ ∙௙ [�ሺ�ሻ௔� ]௙                 (3.45) 
Then the final form of discretised incompressible N–S equations system can be written as: ܽ�ܷ� = �ሺ�ሻ − ∑ ܵ௙ ሺ݌∗ሻ௙                  (3.46) 
The pressure equation for programming can be written as: ∑ ܵ ∙௙ ቀ ଵ௔�ቁ௙ ሺߘ݌∗ሻ௙ = ∑ ܵ ∙௙ [�ሺ�ሻ௔� ]௙               (3.47) 
And the face flux is: ܨ = ܵ ∙ ௙ܷ = ܵ ∙ {[�ሺ�ሻ௔� ]௙ − ቀ ଵ௔�ቁ௙ ሺߘ݌∗ሻ௙}            (3.48) 
According to above derivations, it can be concluded that when pressure equation (3.45) is 
satisfied, face flux ܨ  in (3.48) is also guaranteed to be conservative. In OpenFOAM, 
implementations of (3.47) can be found in file ‘pEqn.H’ of a solver as the core of pressure 
equation. 
3.4.2 SIMPLE, PISO and PIMPLE algorithms 
Compared to simultaneous algorithms (Caretto et al., 1972, Vanka, 1986) which solve 
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complete equations system simultaneously over the whole domain, the segregated approach used 
by OpenFOAM is to solve equations in sequence. With this idea, semi-implicit method for 
pressure linked equations (SIMPLE) algorithm (Patankar, 1980) is usually employed for steady 
flow simulations, while pressure implicit with split operator (PISO) and PIMPLE 
(PISO+SIMPLE) algorithms (Issa et al., 1991) are usually employed for transient flow 
simulations. 
Briefly, SIMPLE method is designed to take advantage of following facts (Jasak, 1996): 
 Velocity field approximation is obtained by solving momentum equation. Pressure 
gradient term is calculated using the pressure distribution from previous iteration (or an 
initial guess). Equation (3.39) is under-relaxed by coefficient ߙ௎ in an implicit manner: ௔�ఈೆ ܷ�௡ = �ሺ�ሻ − ߘ݌∗ + ଵ−ఈೆఈೆ ܽ�ܷ�଴              (3.49) 
 Pressure equation is formulated and solved for the new pressure distribution. 
 A new set of conservative fluxes is calculated using (3.48). It is accurate enough to obtain 
an approximation of the pressure field and recalculate the �ሺ�ሻ coefficients with the 
new set of conservative fluxes. Pressure solution ݌∗ is therefore under-relaxed by factor ߙ� (pressure under-relaxation), the solution of pressure equation ݌∗௦ and the pressure 
field used in momentum predictor ݌∗଴. ݌∗ = ݌∗଴ + ߙ�ሺ݌∗௦ − ݌∗଴ሻ                  (3.50) 
For velocity and pressure under-relaxation factors, Peric (1985) suggested that ߙ௎ = Ͳ.ͺ and ߙ� = Ͳ.ʹ should be used for velocity and pressure respectively. 
And PISO algorithm, which is an extension of the SIMPLE algorithm, can be described as 
working in following manners (Jasak, 1996): 
 Momentum equation (3.46) is solved first. Because the exact pressure gradient source 
term is not known at this stage, thus the pressure field from previous time-step is used 
instead. The solution gives an approximation of the new velocity field ܷ�. This stage is 
referred to as momentum predictor. 
 Using the predicted velocities, operator �ሺ�ሻ can be assembled according to (3.40) and 
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the pressure equation can be formulated by (3.45). The solution of pressure Laplacian 
equation gives the first estimation of new pressure field ݌∗. This step is referred to as 
pressure solution. 
 Expression (3.48) gives a set of conservative fluxes consistent with the latest pressure 
field. The velocity field should also be corrected as a consequence of the new pressure 
distribution. Velocity correction is done in an explicit manner using (3.41). 
However, the velocity correction actually consists of two parts: the correction due to the 
change in pressure gradient term ఇ�∗௔�  and the transported influence of corrections of neighbour 
cell velocities term �ሺ�ሻ௔� . It is necessary to correct term �ሺ�ሻ to formulate the new pressure 
equation and repeat the procedure instead of doing explicit correction for term ఇ�∗௔�  only. In other 
words, PISO loop consists of an implicit momentum predictor and an explicit velocity correction. 
The loop is repeated until a pre-determined tolerance is reached. In OpenFOAM, the values for 
tolerance are defined in file ‘fvSolution’, which is located in folder ‘system’ of the case in 
consideration. 
According to SIMPLE and PISO algorithms discussed above, it can be summarised that 
SIMPLE algorithm is essentially a guess-and-correct procedure for pressure calculation, while 
PISO algorithm involves one predictor step and two corrector steps. PISO may be considered as 
an extension of SIMPLE, but with a further corrector step to enhance it. Based on the above two 
approaches, a ‘PISO+SIMPLE’ method can be applied to couple velocity and pressure for final 
solutions. This is the origin of the name PIMPLE (Chen et al., 2014b), i.e. a combination of PISO 
and SIMPLE algorithms. However, PIMPLE is still a PISO scheme, but with outer correctors 
which correct pressure value before the next time-step. It should be noticed that when the value 
of parameter ‘nOuterIterations’ in OpenFOAM is defined as 1, PIMPLE becomes to PISO (Di 
Stefano, 2014). In this project, PIMPLE algorithm is applied for the solvers under both Eulerian-
Lagrangian and Eulerian frames.  
3.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, some CFD basics such as governing equations for mass, momentum and 
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energy are discussed. The main features of OpenFOAM for CFD are also introduced. Based on 
what, the treatment of N–S equations in OpenFOAM is also provided as the basis for solver 
developments in the following chapters. By the CFD basics introduced in this chapter, it can be 
found that, although no works have been published so far to develop any numerical solvers 
particularly for nanofluid simulations, however, it is actually possible to do so based on previous 
matured theoretical basis in CFD. 
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4. EULERIAN-LAGRANGIAN APPROACH FOR 
NANOFLUID SIMULATION WITH OpenFOAM 
4.1 Introduction  
Lagrangian frame has been applied to nanofluid simulation since (Bianco et al., 2009). 
Technically, Eulerian-Lagrangian approach is believed to be more practical than others for 
nanofluid simulations because it is possible to treat nanofluid as real two-phase mixture consisting 
of dispersed nanoparticles and continuous basefluid. However, because OpenFOAM does not 
have any solvers coupling particles motion and continuous fluid flow simulations to each other, 
no works applying OpenFOAM to nanofluid with Eulerian-Lagrangian approach have been 
published yet. 
In this chapter, a new OpenFOAM solver is developed under Eulerian-Lagrangian frame. For 
this, some functions provided by solver ‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ and solver 
‘icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam’ are going to be combined in an appropriate way. More 
specifically, the basic strategy of solving continuous fluid flow and heat transfer in solver 
‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ and the basic function of particles tracking in solver 
‘icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam’ are combined. In this project, this newly developed solver 
is named as ‘nanofluidELFoam’. Solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’ is expected to be able to carry out 
the simulations of fluid flow, heat transfer and particles tracking at same time (Tab. 4.1). 
Tab. 4.1 Features comparison for the three solvers 
Solver Fluid flow 
Fluid heat 
transfer 
Particles 
tracking 
buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam Yes Yes No 
icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam No No Yes 
nanofluidELFoam Yes 
Furthermore, regarding the issues of collision between particles as well as the collision 
between particles and walls, ‘nanofluidELFoam’ will provide a platform, on which such collisions 
can be switched on/off to achieve different coupling methods, such as ‘one-way’ coupling, ‘two-
way’ coupling and ‘four-way’ coupling (Elghobashi, 1994). 
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4.2 Discrete element method (DEM) in OpenFOAM 
4.2.1 Basic idea 
Motion and discrete element method (Glatzel et al.) (Glatzel et al.) was proposed by P.A. 
Cundall in 1979 to simulate motions of large number of discrete objects and particles (Cundall 
and Strack, 1979). With this method, the state of each particle is calculated using classical 
mechanics. DEM has been proved as a powerful approach to investigate the mixing process of 
particles as it can provide precise description of both particle-particle and fluid-particle 
interactions (Xu and Yu, 1997). 
In a typical DEM approach, the motion of each individual particle is tracked based on the 
second Newton’s law (4.1), while the translational and rotational motions of particle ݅ can be 
expressed by (4.2) (Ren et al., 2012). ݉௜ ௗ௎�೔ௗ௧ = ݉௜݃ + ܨ௜                          (4.1) ܫ௜ ௗఠ೔ௗ௧ = ∑ ሺ ௧ܶ௜௝ + ௡ܶ௜௝ሻ௡೔௝=ଵ                        (4.2) 
where ݉௜ , �ܷ௜ , ܫ௜  and �௜  are mass, velocity, inertia and rotational velocity of particle ݅ , 
respectively. ܨ௜ is a combination of forces, possibly including drag force ܨ஽,௜, contact force ܨ஼,௜, 
Saffman lift force ܨௌ,௜ and Magnus lift force ܨெ,௜, etc (He et al., 2009). Torques ௧ܶ௜௝ and ௡ܶ௜௝ 
are generated by tangential forces and rolling friction respectively. 
DEM was introduced to OpenFOAM since the version 2.0.0 (which was released in 2011). 
Based on this idea, ‘icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam’ is a transient solver for passive 
transport of a single kinematic particle cloud. In recent years, the solver has been validated as a 
powerful tool to investigate the collisions amongst different particles, as well as the collisions 
between particles and solid walls by the basic process shown in Fig. 4.1 (Yt Feng et al., 2015, 
Vaish, 2014, Breinlinger et al., 2015). 
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Fig. 4.1 Flow chart of solver ‘icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam’ 
From above DEM governing equations and the implementation flow chart in OpenFOAM, it 
can be seen that DEM could be a good tool to treat CFD of nanofluids in a Lagrangian way. By 
which, not only nanoparticles can be tracked reasonably as in previous publications, but the 
particle-particle and particle-wall collisions also can be considered. This is potential to make the 
Lagrangian CFD approach for nanofluid is even more reliable. However, before being able to use 
OpenFOAM for nanofluid investigation in a Lagrangian way, two problems must be solved. 
Firstly, for particles motion, a pre-defined velocity field is given before simulation to provide 
environmental forces from continuous phase. In other words, there are no governing for 
continuous phase and the fluid field cannot be updated with time. When the continuous fluid and 
particles are coupled in original solver ‘icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam’, only the forces 
from fluid to particles can be considered. Secondly, in most previous references such as (Bianco 
et al., 2009), (Pallares and Grau, 2010) and (Moraveji and Esmaeili, 2012), etc, only drag force 
was considered. However, to ensure the simulations are more reasonable, more force models for 
thermophoretic force, Brownian force, Saffman force, pressure gradient force and virtual mass, 
etc should be added (He et al., 2009). 
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4.2.2 Parcels 
When DEM approach is applied, the mass flow rate could be converted into the number of 
particles injected during per unit time. However, it is often prohibitive to track that number of 
particles in a simulation. Therefore, the model will track a number of ‘parcels’, and each parcel 
is representative of a fraction of the total mass flow released during a time step. With such an idea, 
mass and size of the numerical parcel are critical for forces estimations.  
In terms of parcel mass, it is calculated as a combination of all the single particles in this 
parcel. Considering a parcel containing ݇ single particles, the parcel mass ݉� is calculated as 
in (4.3). Assuming that the parcel is still spherical, then the parcel size ݀� can be determined by 
(4.4), i.e. it is a sphere whose volume is the mass of the entire parcel ݉� divided by solid phase 
(particle) density ߩ�. ݉� = ∑ ݉௜௞௜=ଵ                           (4.3) ݀� = √଺௠�గఘ�య                            (4.4) 
By parcel concept in DEM approach, the requirement of computational resources can be 
considerably reduced, but the mass fraction of the discrete phase still can be retained. However, 
it should be noticed that the parcel concept is a numerical solution to overcome the problem of 
computational resource. It is not an effective way to consider nanoparticle cluster effects. 
Therefore a numerical parcel is still considered as solid rather than porous. In present work under 
Eulerian-Lagrangian frame, the forces acting on nanoparticles are considered to act on a parcel of 
nanoparticles. When the parcel concept is employed in the following coding works, parcel mass ݉� is used instead of a single nanoparticle mass ݉௜, and parcel size ݀� is used instead of a 
single nanoparticle size ݀௜. 
The parcel concept is also employed by OpenFOAM (Garg et al., 2012). If a numerical parcel 
is to present ݇ real particles, then ݊ = ܰ/݇ parcels (the value of ܰ/݇ will be approximated to 
be integral) need to be generated/injected for the system to present ܰ  real particles. In 
OpenFOAM 2.3.1, nine injection models (such as ‘CellZoneInjection’, ‘PatchInjection’, 
‘ConeInjection’ and ‘ConeNozzleInjection’ etc) can be employed to inject numerical parcels into 
the computational region. In which, model ‘ConeInjection’ can be used to inject parcels at inlet 
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boundary for forced flow in the cases with inlet boundaries, while a self-defined parcels position 
file can be used via model ‘manualInjection’ for the cases without inlet boundaries. 
When parcels are generated at ݐ = Ͳݏ, parcel size distribution can be treated in the same way 
as that for a single particle. In OpenFOAM 2.3.1, seven particle size models (such as ‘exponential’, 
‘fixedValue’, ‘RosinRammler’ and ‘general’ etc) can be found in a folder ‘distributionModels’ 
which is located in folder category ‘src’. Among these models, ‘fixedValue’ is the most commonly 
used one, in which only one particle size value is needed to define. However, model 
‘RosinRammler’ is actually a more practical option because it was reported that nanoparticles size 
usually conforms to a sort of mathematical distribution (e.g. normal distribution), but not same as 
the value given by fabrication manual (Anoop et al., 2009). 
Rosin-Rammler distribution is frequently used to describe the particle size distribution in 
practical engineering (4.5). The function is particularly suited to be applied for those particles 
generated by grinding, milling and crushing operations (Brown and Wohletz, 1995). ܨሺݔ, ݊, ݀ሻ = ͳ − ݁−௫/ௗ೙                    (4.5) 
where ܨ is the mass fraction of particles with diameter smaller than ݔ, ݀ is the mean particle 
diameter and ݊ is a factor to set the spread of particle size. The value of ݔ varies in a given 
range of particles size (restricted by ‘݉ܽݔܸܽݑ݈݁’ and ‘ܸ݈݉݅݊ܽݑ݁’ in (4.8). 
In OpenFOAM 2.3.1, the real particle size ݀௥௘௔௟ is calculated by: 
݀௥௘௔௟ = ܸ݈݉݅݊ܽݑ݁ + ݀ × {− ݈݊ [ͳ − ݎܽ݊݀݋݉ܰݑܾ݉݁ݎ × ሺͳ − ݁−ሺ೘�ೣೇ�ೠ೗೐−೘೔೙ೇ�೗ೠ೐೏ ሻ೙ሻ]}ଵ/௡(4.6) 
where the values of ‘ ݉ܽݔܸܽݑ݈݁ ’, ‘ ܸ݈݉݅݊ܽݑ݁ ’, ݀  and ݊  can be defined in file 
‘kinematicCloudProperties’ of the case in consideration. However, when parcel size is needed, ݀� in (4.4) will be used instead of a single particle size ݀. 
4.3 Forces consideration for nanoparticles 
4.3.1 Surface and body forces 
In OpenFOAM 2.3.1, the force vectors acting on a particle can be divided to two types 
according to their calculation methods: implicit and explicit as in (4.7). Taking solver 
‘icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam’ as an example, governing equations (4.1) is employed to 
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control particles motion and (4.7) is used to summarise the total force acting on a certain particle ݅, i.e. (4.7) is for the term ܨ௜  in (4.1). However, it should be noticed that, although a single 
spherical particle is used in this section to present both the surface and body force estimations, 
parcel mass ݉�  and size ݀�  will be used for forces calculation instead of ݉௜  and ݀௜  for 
single particles when the parcel concept is employed. ܨ = ܵ�( ௙ܷ − �ܷ) + ܵ௨                     (4.7) 
where scalar ܵ�  presents the implicit coefficient, while vector ܵ௨  presents the explicit 
contribution. 
Drag force 
Because nanoparticles are normally ultra small and the real shape is rather difficult to describe, 
it is practical to assume that nanoparticle is spherical in 3-D space (Keblinski et al., 2002). With 
this consideration, drag force ܨ஽,௜ acting on the ݅th particle can be calculated in a general form: ܨ஽,௜ = ଵଶ ܿௗܴ݁ߩ௙ሺ ௙ܷ − �ܷሻଶܣ�                  (4.8) 
where ܿௗ  is drag coefficient, ܴ݁  is particle Reynolds number, the product of ܿௗܴ݁  can be 
calculated by (4.9), ߩ௙ is basefluid density, ௙ܷ is basefluid velocity, �ܷ is particle velocity and ܣ� is particle projection area in moving direction. 
ܿௗܴ݁ = { Ͳ.ͶʹͶܴ݁,          ܴ݁ > ͳͲͲͲʹͶ [ͳ + ோ௘మ/య଺ ] , ܴ݁ ൑ ͳͲͲͲ                  (4.9) 
With the calculation ܣ� = గௗ�మସ  for particle projection area, if multiplied by particle mass ݉� and divided by particle mass గఘ�ௗ�య଺ , (4.8) becomes to: ܨ஽,௜ = ଷ௖೏ோ௘ఓ೑௠�ሺ௎೑−௎�ሻସఘ�ௗ�మ                     (4.10) 
The value of coefficient ଷ௖೏ோ௘ఓ೑௠�ସఘ�ௗ�మ  will be collected to container scalar ܵ� as in (4.11) and 
eventually summed up together with other force sources. ܵ� = ଷ௖೏ோ௘ఓ೑௠�ସఘ�ௗ�మ                         (4.11) 
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Buoyancy force and gravity 
Buoyancy force is usually considered together with gravity force. The combination of the two 
forces can be calculated as: ܨ஻ீ,௜ = ݉�݃ሺͳ − ߩ௙/ߩ�ሻ                     (4.12) 
where ߩ௙ and ߩ� present densities of fluid and particle respectively. 
The result of ܨ஻ீ,௜  calculated by (4.12) is added to container vector ܵ௨  in (4.7) and 
eventually calculated together with other explicit force sources. 
Thermophoretic force 
The diffusion of particles due to a tangential temperature gradient on the particle surface 
generates a thermophoretic force. To a single particle ݅, the thermophoretic force ܨ்,௜ can be 
estimated by (McNab and Meisen, 1973): ܨ்,௜ = −ܦ் ଵ௠�் ߘܶ                     (4.13) 
where ߘܶ is the temperature difference between the cell with this particle and the neighbouring 
cells, while ܦ்  is the thermophoretic coefficient defined as: ܦ் = ଺గௗ�ఓ೑మ஼ೞ(௞೑/௞�+஼೟௄௡)ఘ೑ሺଵ+ଷ஼೘௄௡ሻሺଵ+ଶ௞೑/௞�+ଶ஼೟௄௡ሻ            (4.14) 
where ܥ௦ = ͳ.ͳͶ͸ , ܥ௧ = ͳ.ͳͶ͹  and ܥ௧ = ʹ.ͳͺ , while ܭ݊  is Knudsen number, which is 
defined by ܭ݊ = ʹߣ/݀�  (Talbot et al., 1980). ߣ is mean free path of the fluid molecues and a 
reference value ߣ = ʹ.ͷ × ͳͲ−ଵ଴݉ can be used. 
The result of ܨ்,௜  calculated by (4.13) is added to container vector ܵ௨  in (4.7) and 
eventually calculated together with other explicit force sources. 
Brownian force 
Ultra small particles suspended in fluid are likely to have random motions resulting from their 
collisions with the fast-moving atoms or molecules of the liquid. This is known as Brownian 
motion. Correspondingly, the force leads to such a motion is called Brownian force and can be 
estimated as (Li and Ahmadi, 1992): 
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ܨ஻,௜ = ߞ௜√గௌ೔Δ௧                          (4.15) 
where ߞ௜ is the unit-variance-independent Gaussian random number with zero-mean. 
The components of the Brownian force are modelled as a Gaussian white noise process with 
spectral intensity ܵ௜: ܵ௜ = ܵ଴ߜ௜௝                         (4.16) 
where ߜ௜௝ is the Kronecker delta, and ܵ଴ is defined as: ܵ଴ = ଶଵ଺ఔ௞ಳ்గమఘ೑ௗ�5(ఘ�/ఘ೑)మ஼೎                    (4.17) 
where ݇஻ is Boltzmann constant and Stokes-Cunningham slip correction ܥ௖ is given as: ܥ௖ = ͳ + ଶఒௗ� ሺͳ.ʹͷ͹ + Ͳ.Ͷ݁−భ.భ೏�మ� ሻ                (4.18) 
The result of ܨ஻,௜  calculated by (4.15) is added to container vector ܵ௨  in (4.7) and 
eventually calculated together with other explicit force sources. 
Saffman force 
Small particles in a shear field experience a lift force perpendicular to the direction of flow, 
the expression for such inertia shear lift was first obtained by Saffman (Saffman, 1965): 
ܨௌ,௜ = ͳ.͸ͳ(ߤ௙ߩ௙)଴.ଶହ݀�ଶ(∇ ௙ܷ)଴.ହ( ௙ܷ − �ܷ)           (4.19) 
The value of coefficient ͳ.͸ͳ(ߤ௙ߩ௙)଴.ଶହ݀�ଶ(∇ ௙ܷ)଴.ହ will be collected to container scalar ܵ� as in (4.11) and eventually summed up together with other force sources. 
Pressure gradient force 
The pressure gradient force results from the local fluid pressure gradient around the particle 
and is defined as (Monaghan, 1992): ܨ�,௜ = ఘ೑ఘ� �ܷ∇ ௙ܷ                      (4.20) 
The result of ܨ�,௜ calculated by (4.20) is added to container vector ܵ௨ in (4.7) and eventually 
calculated together with other explicit force sources. 
Virtual mass 
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When a particle accelerates in fluid, an inertia is added because the particle must move  some 
volume of surrounding fluid as it moves through it. For simplicity this can be modelled as some 
volume of fluid moving with the object, though in reality ‘all’ the fluid will be accelerated. This 
additional virtual mass force ܨ௏,௜ can be calculated as (Drew et al., 1979): ܨ௏,௜ = ଵଶ ߩ௙ �ܷ ቀడ௎೑డ௧ − డ௎�డ௧ ቁ                  (4.21) 
The result of ܨ௏,௜  calculated by (4.21) is added to container vector ܵ௨  in (4.7) and 
eventually calculated together with other explicit force sources. 
Magnus force 
If a particle is moving in fluid with rotation, the Magnus effect which is generated by pressure 
gradient may need to be considered. Magnus force ܨெ,௜ can be estimated by (Zhong et al., 2006): ܨெ,௜ = ଵ଼ ߨ݀�ଷߩ௙�௜( ௙ܷ − �ܷ)                 (4.22) 
where the particle angular speed �௜ can be obtained after solving (4.1). 
The value of coefficient ଵ଼ ߨ݀�ଷߩ௙�௜ will be collected to container scalar ܵ� as in (4.11) 
and eventually summed up together with other force sources. 
4.3.2 Particle-particle and particle-wall contacting forces 
In previous nanofluid investigations using Eulerian-Lagrangian approach, the impacts 
between particles were ignored (Bianco et al., 2009, Tahir and Mital, 2012). However, the impacts 
between particles are assumed to be one of the most possible reasons to enhance nanofluid thermal 
conductivity and heat transfer performance (Xuan and Li, 2000). Furthermore, due to 
nanoparticles Brownian motion and mutual collisions, nanofluid can be observed more stable than 
normal multi-phase solutions. Therefore in practice, it is better to consider nanoparticle collisions 
for nanofluid simulations with Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. 
Generally, the methods of treating particle collisions can be sorted into two categories: soft 
sphere and hard sphere approaches (Mitarai and Nakanishi, 2002). Comparatively, the hard sphere 
approach is more suited for collision dominated dilute flows, while soft sphere approach is better 
for contact dominated dense flows (Kempe and Fröhlich, 2012). In OpenFOAM 2.3.1, soft sphere 
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approach is employed for particles collision and linear contact model is applied. 
With above considerations, if there are two sphere particles ݅ and ݆ with diameters ݀௜ and ௝݀, respectively (Fig. 4.2), the overlap ߜ of them can be written as: ߜ = ௗ೔+ௗೕଶ − ሺݎ௜ − ݎ௝ሻ ∙ �࢏࢐                    (4.23) 
where �࢏࢐ = ሺݎ௜ − ݎ௝ሻ/|ݎ௜ − ݎ௝| is the unit direction vector pointing from particle ݅ to ݆. 
 
Fig. 4.2 Two particles contacting with overlap ߜ 
The acting force ܨ� due to collision between particles ݅ and ݆ can be decomposed into a 
normal one and a tangential one as: ܨ�,௜௝ = ܨ௡௜௝ + ܨ௧௜௝                      (4.24) 
Normal force ܨ௡௜௝ can be calculated by Hertz’s law as shown in (4.25) (Hertz, 1882). This 
linear spring dashpot model allows to consider particle contact as a damped harmonic oscillator. 
It is employed by OpenFOAM 2.3.1 for calculation of both normal and tangential forces between 
particles. The calculation program is predefined and stored in file ‘PairSpringSliderDashpot.C’, 
which is located in folder category ‘src’. ܨ௡௜௝ = ݇௡ߜ௡௕ + ߛ௡ݒ௡                   (4.25) 
where ݇௡ is normal spring stiffness, ߜ௡ is overlap in normal direction of particle surface, ܾ is 
collision constant and the default value is set as ܾ = ͳ.ͷ in most tutorial cases (defined in 
‘kinematicCloudProperties’ file of the case in consideration), ߛ௡  is normal viscous damping 
constant and ݒ௡ = −ሺݒ௜ − ݒ௝ሻ ∙ �࢏࢐ is the relative velocity between particles ݅ and ݆ in normal 
direction. 
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Particle spring stiffness ݇௡ is obtained by (4.26) (Antypov and Elliott, 2011): ݇௡ = ସଷ √ ௗ೔ௗೕଶሺௗ೔+ௗೕሻ ாଶሺଵ−జ�మሻ                  (4.26) 
where ܧ is Young’s modulus, while ߭� is Poisson’s ratio of the particle. 
Viscous damping constant ߛ௡ is given by (Chen, 2009): ߛ௡ = ߙ√݇௡ ௠೔௠ೕሺ௠೔+௠ೕሻ                      (4.27) 
where ߙ is critical damping ratio and default as ߙ = Ͳ.ͳʹ in most OpenFOAM cases. 
To tangential force ܨ௧௜௝, it can be calculated in a similar way as shown in (4.25): ܨ௧௜௝ = ݇௧ߜ௧ + ߛ௧ݒ௧                      (4.28) 
where ߜ௧ is overlap in tangential direction, tangential viscous damping constant is ߛ௧ = ߛ௡, ݒ௧ 
is sliding velocity between particles ݅ and ݆, and the tangential particle spring stiffness ݇௧ is 
defined as: ݇௧ = ͺ√ ௗ೔ௗೕଶሺௗ೔+ௗೕሻ ߜ௡ ாሺଵ−జ�మሻሺଶ−జ�ሻ              (4.29) 
In OpenFOAM 2.3.1, the relative motion between two contacting particles are estimated first 
to decide whether there is slip or not. For this, sliding friction ܨ௦ is calculated as a threshold: ܨ௦ = ߤ�ܨ௡௜௝                        (4.30) 
where ߤ�  depends on smooth level of particle surface and can be defined in file 
‘kinematicCloudProperties’ of the case in consideration. 
If |ܨ௧௜௝ | > |ܨ௦ |, it means relative slip exists between the two particles, then the tangential 
sliding friction is ܨ௧௜௝ = −ܨ௦ . Otherwise, tangential force ܨ௧௜௝  between the two particles is 
calculated by (4.28). The program of above decision-making procedure can be found in file 
‘PairSpringSliderDashpot.C’, which is located in folder category ‘src’. 
Similar to the calculation for collision force between particles, the collision force between 
particles and boundaries can be calculated in the same way. Again, if decomposed the collision 
force ܨ௪,௜ into normal and tangential directions, it should be a combination of normal force ܨ௡௪௜ 
and tangential force ܨ௧௪௜ as: ܨ௪,௜ = ܨ௡௪௜ + ܨ௧௪௜                     (4.31) 
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Normal force component ܨ௡௪௜ can be calculated by Hertz’s law: ܨ௡௪௜ = ݇௡௪ߜ௡௪௕ + ߛ௡௪ݒ௡௪              (4.32) 
where ߜ௡௪ is the overlap between particle and boundary, ݒ௡௪ is relative velocity of particle to 
boundary. The particle spring stiffness ݇௡௪ is defined as: ݇௡௪ = ସଷ √ௗ೔ଶ ாଶሺଵ−జ�మሻ                   (4.33) 
And the viscous damping constant ߛ௡ is given by: ߛ௡௪ = ߙ√݇௡௪݉௜                     (4.34) 
To tangential force component ܨ௧௪௜, it can be calculated similarly as (4.28): ܨ௧௪௜ = ݇௧௪ߜ௧௪ + ߛ௧௪ݒ௧௪                  (4.35) 
where the tangential particle spring stiffness ݇௧௪ is: ݇௧௪ = ͺ√ௗ೔ଶ ߜ௡௪ ாሺଵ−జ�మሻሺଶ−జ�ሻ              (4.36) 
For tangential force ܨ௧௪௜, it also needs to estimate whether slide happens between particle 
and boundary by a threshold ܨ௦௪, which can be calculated by: ܨ௦௪ = ߤ௪ܨ௡௪௜                          (4.37) 
where ߤ௪  depends on smooth level of boundary and can be defined in file 
‘kinematicCloudProperties’ of the case in consideration.  
If |ܨ௧௪௜| > |ܨ௦௪| , then slide exists between particle and wall, the tangential force is 
considered as ܨ௧௪௜ = −ܨ௦௪ . Otherwise, ܨ௧௪௜  is calculated by (4.35). The program of this 
decision-making procedure can be found in file ‘PairSpringSliderDashpot.C’, which is located in 
folder category ‘src’. 
4.3.3 Order-of-magnitude analysis-the significance of DEM for nanofluid 
In previous Eulerian-Lagrangian approaches for nanofluid simulations, only the interactions 
between nanoparticles and fluids were considered, such as the typical investigation reported by 
(Bianco et al., 2009). Building on that, some researchers such as He et al. (2009) and 
Mahdavimanesh et al. (2013) considered more force models. In which, Brownian force, Saffman 
force, virtual mass, pressure gradient force and thermophoretic forces, etc were included for more 
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convincible simulations. Although most of the present available force models were established 
for relatively large particles and it is still not clear currently how these expressions are corrected 
for nanoparticles, the previous modelling results were reported to agree well with experimental 
data (He et al., 2009). Therefore, in the present works using Eulerian-Lagrangian approach, the 
force models in Section 4.3.1 are still employed and the manner suggested by (He et al., 2009) is 
followed. 
With DEM, the particle-particle and particle-wall interactions also will be considered. The 
necessity of such considerations can be demonstrated by a case study, i.e. an order-of-magnitude 
analysis. For this, the order of particles contacting force due to collision is compared to that of 
particle gravity force (with buoyancy), which is one of the most important forces in nanoparticles 
sedimentation study. Assuming that there are two identical spherical ܣ݈ଶܱଷ nanoparticles (݀௜ =௝݀ = ͷͲ݊݉ ) are hitting each other with a relative velocity ݒ௜௝ = ͳ × ͳͲ−ସ݉/ݏ . Young’s 
modulus and Poisson’s ratio are used as ܧ = ͶͲͲ ܩܲܽ  and ߭� = Ͳ.ʹͷ  for the ܣ݈ଶܱଷ 
nanoparticles (Auerkari, 1996). When the two particles just contact, the overlap ߜ௡ in (4.25) is ߜ௡ = Ͳ, then the normal contact force at this moment is: 
ܨ௡௜௝ = Ͳ.ͳʹ√Ͷ͵ √ ݀௜ ௝݀ʹሺ݀௜ + ௝݀ሻ ܧʹሺͳ − ߭�ଶሻ Ͷ͵ ߨ (݀௜ʹ)ଷ Ͷ͵ ߨ ( ௝ʹ݀)
ଷ
Ͷ͵ ߨ (݀௜ʹ)ଷ + Ͷ͵ ߨ ( ௝ʹ݀)ଷ ݒ௜௝ = ͵.͹ × ͳͲ−ଵଷܰ 
The gravity force with the consideration of buoyancy is: 
ܨ஻ீ,௜ = Ͷ͵ ߨ (݀௜ʹ)ଷ ߩ�݃ ቆͳ − ߩ௙ߩ�ቇ = ʹ.ͳ × ͳͲ−ଵ଼ܰ 
From above forces estimations, it can be found that when the contacting force between two 
contacting nanoparticles is considered in DEM approach could be much greater than the gravity 
force in a normal Lagrangian consideration. Indicating that DEM could make the nanofluids 
simulations using Eulerian-Lagrangian approach more convincible, particularly in those cases 
when nanoparticles may hit others or walls with a noticeable speed. 
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4.4 Development of ǮnanofluidELFoamǯ 
In this section, a procedure to develop the new OpenFOAM solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’ is 
introduced. By ‘nanofluidELFoam’, fluid flow, heat transfer and particles motion will be able to 
influence each other. For this purpose, some functions in original solvers 
‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ and ‘icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam’ will be combined 
together.  
In the new solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’, the simulation at each time step can be divided into 
two parts. Firstly, nanofluid is assumed to be a pseudo single-phase mixture to finish fluid 
simulation, in which continuous governing equations are solved to obtain nanofluid flow and heat 
transfer performance in real time. At this step, nanofluid non-uniform volume fraction is estimated 
according to the particles distribution in the whole computational region. Nanofluid properties 
can be obtained and updated according to the information such as nanofluid volume fraction, 
temperature distribution and nanoparticles size features, etc. Secondly, nanofluid is treated as a 
real two-phase suspension. Based on the details such as environmental flow and collisions 
between particles (or particles and boundaries), nanoparticles will be accelerated or decelerated 
to new positions. These new positions are recorded to estimate nanofluid volume fraction and get 
ready to update nanofluid properties for next time step. Generally, the whole procedure for a single 
time step simulation can be summarised as in Fig. 4.3. 
 
Nanofluid flow 
and heat transfer 
simulation
Nanoparticles 
motion and 
collition
Nanofluid 
volume fraction
Nanofluid 
properties 
estimation
Update of 
nanofluid 
properties
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Fig. 4.3 Basic idea of solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’ 
In terms of nanofluid properties estimation in this thesis, nanofluid thermal conductivity ݇௡௙ 
and viscosity ߤ௡௙  are collected from the experimental investigations reported in (Das et al., 
2003b) with regression analysis rather than being obtained from estimation models. More 
specifically, parameters ݇௡௙  and viscosity ߤ௡௙  for ܣ݈ଶܱଷ/water nanofluids in the following 
numerical works are considered to be related to volume fraction, basefluid properties and 
temperature, which are the three most important parameters for nanofluid properties estimation 
(given that the solid phase is ܣ݈ଶܱଷ). They are presented by: ݇௡௙ = ݇௙[Ͳ.ͲͲʹ͹ሺܶ − ʹ͹͵ሻ + Ͳ.ͻ͹ʹ]ሺʹ.ͶͶ� + ͳሻ        (4.38) ߤ௡௙ = ߤ௙[Ͳ.ͲͲͲʹሺܶ − ʹ͹͵ሻଶ − Ͳ.Ͳ͵Ͳͷሺܶ − ʹ͹͵ሻ + ͳ.ͷʹ]ሺͻ.ʹ͵� + ͳሻ(4.39) 
Nanofluid density ߩ௡௙ and heat capacity ܿ�௡௙ are estimated by average model (Khanafer et 
al., 2003, Oztop and Abu-Nada, 2008): ߩ௡௙ = ሺͳ − �ሻߩ௙ + �ߩ௦                   (4.40) ߩ௡௙ܿ�௡௙ = ሺͳ − �ሻߩ௙ܿ�௙ + �ߩ௦ܿ�௦             (4.41) 
To enable above estimations in the whole computational region, nanofluid volume fraction 
for each numerical cell should be calculated beforehand. For this, a function is designed as: �௜ = ோ೔ே ௏௏೔ �                          (4.42) 
where ܴ௜  is real particles number in cell ݅ , ܰ  is the total number of nanoparticles in 
computational region, ௜ܸ is volume of cell ݅ and ܸ is total volume of the whole computational 
region. � is the given nanofluid volume fraction if assumed that nanofluid is homogeneous.  
From (4.42), it is easy to see that �௜ = Ͳ can be assured if there is no particle in a certain 
cell ݅, indicating that the physical properties of this cell are the same as the basefluid. Furthermore, 
it also can be proved that ∑ �௜ ௜ܸ௡௜=ଵ  equals to �ܸ, indicating that the sum of nanoparticles effect 
in each Eulerian cell equals to the situation that the nanofluid is homogenous with volume fraction �. 
Furthermore in this approach, a subroutine is necessary to decide whether a simulation using 
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above strategy is trustable. For instance, if an extreme case existed, in which the cells number ݊௖௘௟௟ is much larger than numerical particles number ݊� (as shown in Fig. 4.4). It means many 
cells (maybe) have not even one particle and they will have the same physical properties as the 
basefluid, while those cells with only a few particles would have obvious different properties from 
their neighbour cells. This will lead to un-trustable results for sure. 
 
Fig. 4.4 An extreme case with very few numerical particles in computational region 
To combine the functions of solving fluid flow and heat transfer performance in original solver 
‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ and the functions of particles tracking in original solver 
‘icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam’, the best option is to maintain the main structure of one 
basic solver and develop the new solver based on it. Comparatively, adding particles tracking 
function to original solver ‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ is a better option due to the 
programming work is slightly easier. For this, one of the most important steps is to add a program 
section: 
argList::addOption 
( 
"cloudName", 
"name", 
"specify alternative cloud name. default is 'kinematicCloud'" 
); 
laminarTransport.correct(); 
mu = laminarTransport.nu()*rhoInfValue; 
kinematicCloud.evolve(); 
to solver ‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’. All the information of particles motion and tracking 
are included in the module ‘kinematicCloud.evolve()’. In original source file 
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‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam.C’, the newly added coding section should be located after the 
N−S equations and energy equation have been solved, but before the final statements of solved 
results. 
So far, the impacts of continuous fluid can be coupled to small particles, however, the impacts 
of particles to environmental fluid are not considered yet. To make the new solver is available for 
‘four-way’ coupling (Tab. 4.2), a source term, i.e. the product of (4.5) should be added to the 
original N−S equation (3.15) to present the collective effects from solid particles to continuous 
fluid. Furthermore, there is a suggestion that the four-way coupling should be performed when 
volume fraction �  of the secondary phase is greater than 0.001 (Crowe, 2005). Regarding 
nanofluid, four-way coupling is believed to be the most practical method because most nanofluid 
volume fractions are greater than � = Ͳ.ͲͲͳ. 
Tab. 4.2 Interaction considerations in different coupling approaches 
Coupling approach Considerations 
one-way fluid→particle 
two-way fluid↔particle 
four-way 
fluid↔particle 
particle↔particle 
4.5 Solver test 
To test the newly developed solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’, a numerical work published by 
(Pallares and Grau, 2010) is repeated. In this case, a two-dimensional square cavity filling with � = Ͳ.Ͳ͵ Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid is considered. The length and height of this cavity geometry are 
both ܮ = Ͳ.ͳ݉, with temperature difference ∆ܶ = ͳܭ between the heating and cooling walls at 
left and right sides respectively (Fig. 4.5a), i.e. ுܶ = ͵ͲͲ.ͷܭ, ுܶ = ʹͻͻ.ͷܭ and ோܶ௘௙ = ͵ͲͲܭ. 
The temperature driven flow is laminar and Rayleigh number is ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͷ × ͳͲ଻. For this test, 
uniform mesh strategy ͷͲ × ͷͲ  is selected for continuous fluid simulations as well as the 
Eulerian ‘frame’ to record particles distribution (Fig. 4.5b). 
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(a)                            (b) 
Fig. 4.5 The geometry and uniform mesh strategy with ͷͲ × ͷͲ celss 
According to (Pallares and Grau, 2010), ݊ = ͶͲͲͲͲ numerical particles are generated and 
distributed randomly in the 2500 Eulerian cells at ݐ = Ͳݏ to present practical nanoparticles (Fig. 
4.6). However, building on the basic setup in (Pallares and Grau, 2010), drag force ܨ஽, buoyancy 
and gravity force ܨ஻ீ , thermophoretic force ܨ், Brownian force ܨ஻, Saffman force ܨௌ, pressure 
gradient force ܨ�, virtual mass induced force ܨ௏ and Magnus force ܨெ are also considered for 
each numerical particle. The estimation approaches and the values for those necessary constants 
were introduced in Section 4.3.1. In terms of contacting forces, the estimation approaches and the 
values for those necessary constants were introduced in Section 4.3.2. Young’s modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio are still used as ܧ = ͶͲͲ ܩܲܽ  and ߭� = Ͳ.ʹͷ , respectively for calculation 
(Auerkari, 1996). 
 
Fig. 4.6 The initialized 40000 particles in cavity at ݐ = Ͳݏ 
Properties of water and Alଶ�ଷ particles can be found in Tab. 4.3 (Pallares and Grau, 2010). 
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Tab. 4.3 Water fluid and Alଶ�ଷ particle properties 
 ߩ ሺ݇݃/݉ଷሻ ݇ ሺܹ/݉ܭሻ ܥ� ሺܬ/݇݃ ܭሻ ߭ ሺ݉ଶ/ݏሻ ߚ ሺͳ/ܭሻ 
Water 997 0.605 4179 8.9e-7 2.75e-4 Alଶ�ଷ 3600 46 765 ~ 6.3e-6 
To ensure the particles motions can be reasonably captured, time step in simulation is 
controlled as ∆ݐ = ͳͲ−ହݏ. The simulation is carried out to ݐ = ͸ͲͲݏ (stable results can be 
found at about ݐ = ͶͲͲݏ in this case). With the help of paraView 4.0.1 (Henderson et al., 2004), 
temperature driven flow can be found in this two-dimensional cavity due to the temperature 
difference between heating and cooling walls, indicating that the Boussinesq assumption is 
functional in solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’. However, due to the further surface, body and contacting 
forces considered in this solver, the temperature features (Fig. 4.7a) are found notably different 
from the results predicted by original solver ‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ using single phase 
approach (Fig. 4.7b). This deviation was also reported in (Pallares and Grau, 2010) but with no 
further discussions. 
 
Fig. 4.7 Temperature features with (a) and without (b) colliding particles 
Actually, if looked at the particles in computational region, it can be observed that the 
distribution of 40000 particles are considerably changed to a strange manner by the temperature 
driven flow and the further considered forces in the newly developed solver (Fig. 4.8). However, 
if a statistics was carried out to measure how many particles in each cell at ݐ = ͸ͲͲݏ, it can be 
found that the distribution still roughly conforms to Poisson distribution curve (Fig. 4.9) (Haight 
and Haight, 1967). This observation is same as the conclusion in (Pallares and Grau, 2010). As 
discussed in (He et al., 2009), the formats of most of forces acting on particles given in Section 
4.3.1 are established for relatively large particles and may not be applicable to nanoparticles due 
to for example the rarefaction and it is not clear currently how these expressions are corrected for 
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nanoparticles. Further work is still needed on this aspect. 
 
Fig. 4.8 Particles distribution is changed by temperature driven flow 
 
Fig. 4.9 The comparison between theoretical Poisson distribution and particles distribution 
predicted by ‘nanofluidELFoam’ 
Assuming the present forces models are reliable (He et al., 2009), another phenomenon which 
was not mentioned in (Pallares and Grau, 2010) also can be found in Fig. 4.8, that is some Eulerian 
cells apparently have no numerical particles in the regions close to upper and bottom walls due to 
the non-uniform particles distribution features in Fig. 4.8, while particles in some cells near 
heating and cooling walls are considerably concentrated because the continuous fluid flow 
velocities in such areas are comparatively small. Due to this, those cells with more particles will 
definitely have greater volume fractions �௜  according to (4.42) (as shown in Fig. 4.10). 
Consequently, when nanofluid properties are estimated based on regional nanoparticle 
concentrations, non-uniform features over the whole computational region can be obtained as in 
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Fig. 4.11. In (Pallares and Grau, 2010), such information was ignored. 
 
Fig. 4.10 Non-uniform particles distribution 
 
Fig. 4.11 Non-uniform nanofluid thermal conductivity due to non-uniform particles distribution 
By this test, it can be verified that the newly developed solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’ works fairly 
well to combine fluid flow, heat transfer and nanoparticles tracking together. During the 
simulation, non-uniform nanofluid properties can be estimated according to non-uniform particles 
distribution. But the problem in this test is, the particles number is ݊ = ͶͲͲͲͲ only. On a 
computer with configuration of Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-4690 CPU @ 3.50GHz (2 CPUs parallel 
running), about 10 hours are needed to finish the simulation to ݐ = ͸ͲͲݏ. When particles number 
is increased to ݊ = ͶͲͲͲͲͲ, the current computer seems cannot afford the simulation during a 
reasonable period. In present simulations, the parcel concept is applied to avoid tracking all those 
real nanoparticles in this case. According to (4.3) and (4.4), if a numerical particle (parcel) number 
is used as ݊ = ͶͲͲͲͲ, it means one numerical parcel should contain nearly two billion real 
nanoparticles. This will induce an unreliable simulation very likely. Therefore, although solver 
‘nanofluidELFoam’ is believed to be theoretically practical, however in practice, it is not 
recommended when computational resource is limited. 
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4.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, some key points of DEM simulation for nanoparticles tracking are discussed, 
such as parcel treatment, forces estimation and particles initialization, etc. Building on what, a 
new OpenFOAM solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’ is developed to combine the functions of simulating 
continuous fluid flow and heat transfer (‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’) and the function of 
tracking dispersed particles (‘icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam’). 
Based on a two-dimensional cavity testing case, it can be found that the newly developed 
solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’ is able to perform nanofluid simulation under Eulerian-Lagrangian 
frame. By tracking ݊ = ͶͲͲͲͲ Alଶ�ଷ nanoparticles in water, it can be observed that nanofluid 
volume fraction is not uniform over the whole computational region due to non-uniform 
distribution of nanoparticles. This phenomenon will consequently induce non-uniform nanofluid 
properties, which will have strong impacts on nanofluid flow and heat transfer performance. 
In terms of computational efficiency, however, the required computational time is found to be 
a problem when nanoparticles number is increased from ݊ = ͶͲͲͲͲ  to ݊ = ͶͲͲͲͲͲ  and 
collision mechanisms are still considered. Actually, even when the nanoparticles number has been 
increased to ݊ = ͶͲͲͲͲͲ , it is still not big enough to present real nanoparticles in a 
computational region with non-uniform grid strategies. Moreover, when a numerical parcel 
contains too many nanoparticles, the reliability of the simulation is becoming to be doubtful. 
Therefore, Eulerian-Lagrangian solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’ is not recommended when 
computational resource is limited. 
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5. EULERIAN-MIXTURE APPROACH FOR NANOFLUID 
SIMULATION WITH OpenFOAM 
5.1 Introduction 
By previous test for the Eulerian-Lagrangian solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’, the issue of huge 
computational resource requirement still exists when too many nanoparticles need to be tracked. 
Moreover, when mesh is refined in near wall regions, even a huge particle number still cannot 
ensure all Eulerian cells have computational particles. Comparatively, CFD simulations under 
Eulerian frame seems to be a better option for most nanofluid cases at present. 
As discussed in Section 2.4, Mixture approach under Eulerian frame is believed to be the best 
choice to achieve the balance between CFD simulation accuracy and computational effort. In this 
chapter, the basic idea of Eulerian-Mixture approach is discussed. Based on what, a new 
OpenFOAM solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ is developed and tested for the coupling of nanofluid 
flow, heat transfer and nanoparticles sedimentation. More specifically, for 
‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’, the basic ideas of solving continuous fluid flow and heat transfer in 
‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ and the basic idea of simulating dispersed phase settling in 
‘driftFluxFoam’ are combined (Tab. 5.1).  
Tab. 5.1 Solvers features 
Solver Fluid flow Fluid heat transfer 
Particles 
sedimentation 
consideration 
buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam Yes Yes No 
driftFluxFoam Yes No Yes 
nanofluidMixtureFoam Yes 
5.2 Mixture implementations in OpenFOAM 
5.2.1 Mixture continuity equation 
By assuming multi-phase flow as a pseudo multi-phase mixture, only one set of governing 
equations is needed in solver ‘driftFluxFoam’. They are continuity equation and momentum 
equation for mixture and a continuity equation for dispersed phase. Theoretically, continuity and 
momentum equations can be derived from Eulerian-Eulerian model (Brennan, 2001). Considering 
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a two-phase flow, one phase is continuous basefluid and the other phase consists of dispersed 
solid particles. A continuity equation is required for each of the two phases: 
డሺ�೑ఘ೑ሻడ௧ + ߘ ∙ ቀ�௙ߩ௙ ௙ܷቁ = Ͳ                    (5.1) డሺ�ೞఘೞሻడ௧ + ߘ ∙ (�௦ߩ௦ ௦ܷ) = Ͳ                    (5.2) 
where ߩ௙ and ߩ௦ are the densities of continuous phase and dispersed solid phase, respectively. �௙ and �௦ are the volume fractions of continuous phase and dispersed solid phase, respectively. 
௙ܷ and ௦ܷ are the velocities of continuous phase and dispersed solid phase, respectively. 
If added (5.1) to (5.2), the result can be written as: 
డሺ�೑ఘ೑+�ೞఘೞሻడ௧ + ߘ ∙ ቀ�௙ߩ௙ ௙ܷ + �௦ߩ௦ ௦ܷቁ = Ͳ            (5.3) 
For the two-phase mixture, key properties and flow features can be estimated using (Ishii and 
Grolmes, 1975): ߩ௠ = �௙ߩ௙ + �௦ߩ௦                      (5.4) 
௙ܷ = ௙ܷ௠ + ܷ௠                        (5.5) 
௦ܷ = ௦ܷ௠ + ܷ௠                        (5.6) �௙ߩ௙ ௙ܷ௠ + �௦ߩ௦ ௦ܷ௠ = Ͳ                   (5.7) 
where ௙ܷ௠ and ௦ܷ௠ are relative velocities of continuous phase and dispersed solid phase to the 
mixture, respectively. ܷ௠ is the velocity of the mixture. 
Then the contents in the second bracket of (5.3) can be rewritten as: 
�௙ߩ௙ ௙ܷ + �௦ߩ௦ ௦ܷ = ߩ௠ܷ௠                   (5.8) 
Therefore, (5.3), the continuity equation for the two phases can be written in a very similar 
form as that for a normal single phase flow: 
డఘ೘డ௧ + ߘ ∙ ሺߩ௠ܷ௠ሻ = Ͳ                    (5.9) 
In solver ‘driftFluxFoam’, (5.9) is not used directly in any header files. However, it will be 
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used implicitly in file ‘pEqn.H’ for pressure-velocity correction. This procedure was introduced 
in Section 3.3. 
5.2.2 Mixture momentum equation 
Momentum equations for continuous and dispersed solid phases can be given as: 
డ�೑ఘ೑௎೑డ௧ + ߘ ∙ ቀ�௙ߩ௙ ௙ܷ ௙ܷቁ = −ߘሺ�௙݌௙ሻ + ߘ ∙ [�௙ሺ ௙߬ + ௙߬௧ሻ] + �௙ߩ௙݃  (5.10) డ�ೞఘೞ௎ೞడ௧ + ߘ ∙ (�௦ߩ௦ ௦ܷ ௦ܷ) = −ߘሺ�௦݌௦ሻ + ߘ ∙ [�௦ሺ߬௦ + ߬௦௧ሻ] + �௦ߩ௦݃   (5.11) 
Adding (5.10) to (5.11), the result can be obtained as: 
డሺ∑ �ೖఘೖ௎ೖሻడ௧ + ߘ ∙ ሺ∑ �௞ߩ௞ ௞ܷ ௞ܷሻ = −ߘሺ∑ �௞݌௞ሻ + ߘ ∙ [∑ �௞ሺ߬௞ + ߬௞௧ሻ] + ∑ �௞ߩ௞݃ (5.12) 
where ݇  presents the ݇ th phase in mixture, it could be ݇ = ݂  for continuous fluid phase 
(basefluid) and ݇ = ݏ for dispersed solid phase (nanoparticles). 
Eventually, the momentum equation (5.12) for mixture can be given as: 
డఘ೘௎೘డ௧ + ߘ ∙ ሺߩ௠ܷ௠ܷ௠ሻ = −ߘ݌௠ + ߘ ∙ [߬௠ + ߬௠௧ − ∑ �௞ߩ௞ ௞ܷ௠ ௞ܷ௠] + ߩ௠݃  (5.13) 
According to (5.7), the relative velocity ௙ܷ௠ between fluid (continuous phase) and mixture 
can be expressed as: 
௙ܷ௠ = − �ೞఘೞ�೑ఘ೑ ௦ܷ௠                     (5.14) 
With this consideration, the relative velocity between solid particle (dispersed phase) and 
mixture, ௦ܷ௠ should be defined before solving the mixture momentum equation (5.13). 
For original solver ‘driftFluxFoam’, two models are officially provided for the calculation of 
௦ܷ௠, named as ‘simple’ and ‘general’, respectively. They are predefined and compiled in folder 
‘relativeVelocityModel’. In OpenFOAM tutorials, the ‘simple’ one is usually set as default. This 
model was proposed by (Vesilind, 1968) and can be expressed as: 
௦ܷ௠ = ఘ೑ఘ೘ ଴ܷͳͲ−஺�ೞ                    (5.15) 
where ଴ܷ and ܣ are settlement velocity and settlement coefficient, respectively. 
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The ‘general’ one was proposed by (Takács et al., 1991) and can be expressed as: 
௦ܷ௠ = ఘ೑ఘ೘ ଴ܷ[݁−஺௠௔௫ሺ�ೞ−�ೝ,଴ሻ − ݁−஺భ௠௔௫ሺ�ೞ−�ೝ,଴ሻ]         (5.16) 
where ܣ and ܣଵ  are settling parameters, while �௥  is residual volume fraction (a reference 
parameter). If (5.16) was applied, the sedimentation phenomenon will stop once the volume 
fraction of mixture reduces to a given threshold value �௥. 
According to the experimental observations reported in (Wen et al., 2009), the ‘simple’ model 
(5.15) is believed to be more practical for sedimentation simulations of those nanofluids without 
stabilising treatments. Thus this model will be employed in following simulations. However in 
some cases, the ‘general’ model presented in (5.16) could be more practical because a certain 
amount of nanoparticles maybe suspend in basefluid for a rather long period due to Brownian 
motion and mutual collisions. 
5.2.3 Continuity equation for the dispersed phase 
The continuity equation for the dispersed phase has been given by (5.2), but together with 
(5.6), it can be rewritten as: 
డሺ�ೞఘೞሻడ௧ + ߘ ∙ [�௦ߩ௦ሺܷ௠ + ௦ܷ௠ሻ] = Ͳ                (5.17) 
After opening the bracket of dispersed phase velocity term ሺܷ௠ + ௦ܷ௠ሻ , the continuity 
equation for the dispersed phase can be expanded as: 
డሺ�ೞఘೞሻడ௧ + ߘ ∙ (�௦ߩ௦ܷ௠) + ߘ ∙ (�௦ߩ௦ ௦ܷ௠) = Ͳ             (5.18) 
In (5.18), mixture velocity ܷ௠ can be solved by momentum equation (5.13), while ௦ܷ௠ can 
be estimated by (5.15) or (5.16). Thus �௦, the volume fraction of dispersed phase (solid particle), 
is the only unknown variable in (5.18). In solver ‘driftFluxFoam’, continuity equation for the 
dispersed phase is defined in header file ‘alphaEqn.H’. 
After going through the governing equations of Mixture model, it can be inferred that the 
basic idea of Mixture approach should be suitable for nanofluid CFD simulation with 
consideration of nanoparticles sedimentation. The reasons can be summarised as follows: 
1. Compared to Eulerian-Lagrangian approach, Mixture approach is not to track every single 
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particle in computational region. Therefore it is possible to deal with the cases in which 
too many computational cells are needed. 
2. Compared to standard Eulerian-Eulerian approach, Mixture approach is not to solve two 
sets of governing equations for continuous phase and dispersed phase separately. This 
reduces lots of computational effort. 
3. Compared to VOF approach, Mixture approach is not to track the interface between 
different phases. This reduces computational effort even further. 
Due to above reasons, Mixture approach and original solver ‘driftFluxFoam’ are employed in 
present work as the basis to simulate nanofluid flow and heat transfer performance combining 
with nanoparticles sedimentation. Building on ‘driftFluxFoam’, a new OpenFOAM solver 
‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ will be developed particularly for nanofluid CFD simulations in the 
following section. 
5.2.4 Solver ‘driftFluxFoam’ and test 
In OpenFOAM, solver ‘driftFluxFoam’ is designed for two incompressible fluids using 
Mixture approach with drift-flux approximation for relative motion between phases. It is a newly 
released solver since OpenFOAM version 2.3.0. The basic idea of ‘driftFluxFoam’ is to consider 
two-phase flow as a mixture, the properties of which can be obtained by using appropriate models 
such as (4.38)~(4.41). In ‘driftFluxFoam’, the governing equations were introduced in Sections 
5.2.1~5.2.3, and the main process can be given in a simplified flow chart shown in Tab. 5.1. 
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Fig. 5.1 The flow chart of solver ‘driftFluxFoam’ 
A nanofluid case in two-dimensional square cavity (ܮ = Ͳ.ͲͶ݉) is used to observe the 
performance of original OpenFOAM solver ‘driftFluxFoam’ for sedimentation. The numerical 
results are compared to a sedimentation observation of 2.5wt% (� = Ͳ.͸Ͷ%) Alଶ�ଷ /water 
nanofluid reported by (Wen et al., 2009). To reduce computational resource requirement of this 
case, a two-dimensional cavity enclosure filled with Ͳ.͸Ͷ%  Alଶ�ଷ /water nanofluid is used 
instead of the three-dimensional vessel in the experimental observation. However, the numerical 
simulation is still considered to be practical because the wall impacts on any vertical sections are 
exactly same to the suspension in the vertically-standing cylindrical vessel. 
To enhance simulation accuracy for near wall regions, non-uniform strategy is used to refine 
the mesh near walls as shown in Fig. 5.2. This is achieved by ‘Bump’ function in Gmsh and grid 
ratio is set as δ = 0.06. Mesh strategies with cell amounts 30×30, 40×40, 50×50 and 60×60 are 
generated for grid independence check. Applying the same sedimentation setups as in the official 
OpenFOAM tutorial case ‘dahl’, it can be found that mesh strategies 50×50 and 60×60 give 
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nearly identical results in terms of sedimentation layer height (Fig. 5.3), indicating that mesh 
strategy 50 ×50 is fine enough to obtain trustable results in this sedimentation case. 
 
Fig. 5.2 Mesh strategy of the two-dimensional square enclosure 
 
Fig. 5.3 The sedimentation layer heights at ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ given by strategies 50×50 and 60×60 
in grid independence check 
Furthermore, after many numerical tests and with the help of enGauge (Mitchell, 2002), 
sedimentation parameters ଴ܷ = −ͷ × ͳͲ−଺݉/ݏ  and ܣ = ͺͲ are found to be appropriate for 
(5.15) in present work. When the simulation is carried out for seven hours until the stable 
sedimentation can be observed (Fig. 5.4), it can be measured and confirmed that original 
OpenFOAM solver ‘driftFluxFoam’ is functional to simulate nanoparticles sedimentation 
behaviour (Ghadimi et al., 2011). It also can be inferred that, if combined with some other 
functions such as heat transfer simulation and non-uniform nanofluid properties estimation, a 
developed version of ‘driftFluxFoam’ could be appropriate for nanofluid flow and heat transfer 
simulations combining with nanoparticles sedimentation. 
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Fig. 5.4 The sedimentation simulation of 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid in a two-dimensional 
cavity by solver ‘driftFluxFoam’ 
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Fig. 5.5 Stability of 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluids (without any stabilizer) changing with time 
(Wen et al., 2009) 
5.3 Development of ǮnanofluidMixtureFoamǯ 
5.3.1 Basic idea 
Compared to original solver ‘driftFluxFoam’, two mainly developments will be made for the 
new solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ as follows: 
1. Energy (temperature) equation will be added to ensure the solver is able to carry out heat 
transfer simulation. 
2. Nanofluid properties (e.g. density, viscosity and heat capacity etc) will be estimated at 
each time step according to non-uniform nanoparticles concentration (caused by 
nanoparticles sedimentation). 
Therefore, for solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’, nanofluid properties such as thermal 
conductivity, density and viscosity are initialised separately at the very beginning of simulation. 
This mechanism will displace the original one by which fluid properties are defined simply by 
the values in file ‘transportProperties’ of the case in consideration. By the new mechanism in 
‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’, the values of density ߩ௡௙ , dynamic viscosity ߤ௡௙ , thermal 
conductivity ݇௡௙  and heat capacity ܿ�௡௙  for each numerical cell can be updated separately 
according to the information such as nanoparticles volume fraction and environmental 
temperature. 
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Fig. 5.6 Basic idea of solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ 
In a single simulation cycle of solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ (Fig. 5.6), nanofluid is 
considered as single-phase first, the flow and heat transfer performances are simulated in a similar 
way as solver ‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’. However, when nanoparticles sedimentation 
features are predicted, nanofluid is considered as two-phase and the volume fraction � of the 
dispersed phase will be solved for each numerical cell. Based on the new information such as 
nanoparticles volume fraction and nanofluid temperature, nanofluid properties are to estimated 
and updated throughout the whole computational domain according to pre-defined models such 
as (4.38)~(4.41) (see in Section 5.3.2). The newly solved fields will be ready for the simulation 
in next time step. 
5.3.2 Solver development in OpenFOAM 
To develop the new solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’, original solver ‘driftFluxFoam’ is used 
as the basis. Energy equation (3.21) will be added to solve energy transfer between numerical 
cells due to flow and temperature difference. According to the working procedure of 
‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’, this function will be implemented after momentum equation 
is solved for each time step but before the velocity-pressure corrections for ‘PIMPLE’ loop. The 
program section can be given as follows: 
 
Nanofluid 
mixture flow 
and heat transfer 
simulation
Nanoparticles 
sedimentation
Nanofluid 
volume fraction
Nanofluid 
properties 
estimation
Update of 
nanofluid 
properties
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while (pimple.loop()) 
{ 
#include "alphaControls.H" 
UdmModel.correct(); 
#include "alphaEqnSubCycle.H" 
mixture.correct(); 
#include "UEqn.H" 
#include "TEqn.H" //Newly added energy equation 
// --- Pressure corrector loop 
while (pimple.correct()) 
{ 
#include "pEqn.H" 
} 
} 
At each time step, the velocity of nanoparticles sedimentation is estimated by function 
‘UdmModel.correct()’. By continuity equation of the dispersed phase (5.18), each cell in 
computational region will have a volume fraction value �௦. Together with the field of current 
temperature ௠ܶ , nanofluid properties can be updated according to (4.38)~(4.41) as given in 
Section 4.4. 
To illustrate the main structure of ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’, a simplified flow chart can be 
given as in Fig. 5.7. By such a simulation strategy, the newly developed solver 
‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ will be suitable for nanofluid CFD simulation due to its ability of solving 
nanofluid flow, heat transfer and nanoparticles sedimentation phenomena together. However, 
before applying this solver to typical nanofluid simulations, it will be tested first in the following 
section. 
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Fig. 5.7 The flow chart of solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ 
5.4 Solver test 
To test the newly developed solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’, a case of laminar air natural 
convection in a two-dimensional square cavity is performed. The reason to use such a case for 
testing is the newly developed solver was developed from original OpenFOAM solver 
‘driftFluxFoam’, it should, apparently maintain the functions for particles sedimentation (which 
has been presented in Section 5.2.4). However, the newly added energy equation should be tested 
to confirm that ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ is also available for heat transfer. The simulation results 
will be compared to previous numerical study reported by (Barakos et al., 1994) and the results 
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predicted by solver ‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’. This is to ensure the new solver 
‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ is functional for natural convection simulation.  
In this test, the square cavity size is ܮ = Ͳ.Ͳͳ͸ͺ݉ and filled with air (Fig. 5.8a). The top and 
bottom walls are insulated, while the temperatures at left and right walls are controlled as ுܶ =͵Ͳ͵ܭ and ஼ܶ = ʹͺ͵ܭ respectively for a given Rayleigh number ܴܽ = ͳ × ͳͲସ. According to 
the grid independence check in (Barakos et al., 1994), uniform structured mesh strategy ͺͲ × ͺͲ 
is employed for both of the two cases (Fig. 5.8b). Key parameters for the simulation can be found 
in Tab. 5.2. Dimensionless velocity ݑ∗, ݒ∗ and temperature ܶ∗ are employed and compared to 
the numerical results predicted by original OpenFOAM solver ‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ 
and the numerical simulations reported by (Barakos et al., 1994). The definitions of them can be 
found in (5.19)~(5.21). 
  
(a)                           (b) 
Fig. 5.8 Schematic features (a) and mesh strategy (b) for the cavity case  
Tab. 5.2 Key parameters for solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ validation ߩ௔௜௥ ሺ݇݃/݉ଷሻ ܿ� ሺܬ/݇݃ܭሻ ݇ ሺܹ/݉ܭሻ ߚ ሺͳ/ܭሻ ߭ ሺ݉ଶ/ݏሻ 
1.205 1006 0.0256 0.00343 1.511 × ͳͲ−ହ 
g ሺ݉ ݏଶ⁄ ሻ ܲݎ ܮ ሺ݉ሻ ுܶ ሺܭሻ ஼ܶ ሺܭሻ 
9.81 0.715 0.0168&0.0448 303 283 ݑ∗ = ݑ/√݃ߚሺ ுܶ − ஼ܶሻܪ                    (5.19) 
ݒ∗ = ݒ/√݃ߚሺ ுܶ − ஼ܶሻܪ                    (5.20) ܶ∗ = ሺܶ − ஼ܶሻ/ሺ ுܶ − ஼ܶሻ                    (5.21) 
By the velocity and temperature features presented in Fig. 5.9, it can be observed that the 
newly developed solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ worked well for this natural convection case. 
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From the comparisons of ݑ∗, ݒ∗ and ܶ∗ in Fig. 5.10~Fig. 5.12, it can be found that the newly 
developed solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ obtained the identical results as those predicted by 
original solver ‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ and the numerical simulations reported by 
(Barakos et al., 1994). It is indicating that the energy equation has been added successfully and 
fully functional for heat transfer simulation.  
 
Fig. 5.9 Velocity and temperature features in the first test (ܴܽ = ͳ × ͳͲସ) 
 
Fig. 5.10 Dimensionless velocity component ݑ∗ along ݔ = ܮ/ʹ in the first test 
 
Fig. 5.11 Dimensionless velocity component ݒ∗ along ݕ = ܮ/ʹ in the first test 
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Fig. 5.12 Dimensionless ܶ∗ along ݕ = ܮ/ʹ in the first test 
5.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, Eulerian-Mixture approach for nanofluid simulation is discussed. Thanks to 
the features of multi-phase consideration and high computational efficiency, Eulerian-Mixture 
approach is believed to be the best multi-phase option for nanofluid simulation so far. With this 
consideration, a new solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ is developed based on two original 
OpenFOAM solvers ‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ and ‘driftFluxFoam’. According to the 
two solver tests in this chapter, it can be concluded that the new solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ 
is fully functional for the following investigations: it is able to combine the simulations of 
nanofluid flow, heat transfer and nanoparticles sedimentation together. 
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6. APPLICATIONS OF ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ TO 
THREE TYPICAL CASES 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, three typical geometries are chosen to apply both original solver 
‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ (based on conventional single approach) and the newly 
developed solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ (which couples nanofluid flow, heat transfer and 
nanoparticles sedimentation together). The three geometries are two-dimensional square cavity 
enclosure, three-dimensional horizontal cylinder and two-dimensional channel with an open 
cavity. More specifically, in the two-dimensional square cavity cases, nanofluid natural 
convection and nanoparticles sedimentation are combined together to investigate their impacts to 
each other. Furthermore, the impacts of temperature-dependant variation of nanofluid properties 
on final numerical results are also discussed. By the three-dimensional horizontal cylinder cases, 
the difference between two-dimensional and three-dimensional simulations are discussed. In 
those cases of two-dimensional channel with an open cavity, the relationships between 
geometrical features, nanofluid heat transfer and nanoparticles sedimentation are investigated.  
Due to the difficulty to collect convincible reports related to nanofluid stability, only 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid is used in this chapter. However, it does not mean that the newly developed 
solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ is valid only for 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid. Actually, this 
solver can be applied to other nanofluids for sure once some more convincible stability 
information of other nanofluids can be confirmed. 
6.2 Nanofluid natural convection combining nanoparticles 
sedimentation in a two-dimensional square cavity 
6.2.1 Introduction 
In this section, natural convection of 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid in a two-dimensional 
square cavity is numerically investigated with both conventional single-phase approach and 
multi-phase Mixture approach. Multi-phase simulation is based on an assumption that 
nanoparticles sedimentation occurs as soon as the simulation starts. Under this extreme 
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circumstance, the relationships between nanofluid natural convection and nanoparticles 
sedimentation are investigated. Furthermore, for each of the two approaches, an extra solver is 
developed to investigate the impact of nanofluid temperature-dependent properties variations on 
CFD simulation. Therefore, four numerical approaches in total are applied in this section. The 
details of the four approaches are given in Tab. 6.1. 
Tab. 6.1 Summary of the four approaches in this section 
Approach 
N.O. 
Approach name Description 
Approach1 Single-phase approach 
Nanofluid is considered as stable and has homogenous 
properties throughout the simulation. 
Approach2 
Temperature-dependent 
single-phase approach 
Same as Approach1, but nanofluid properties are 
updated at each time step according to newly solved 
nanofluid temperature field. 
Approach3 Multi-phase approach 
Nanofluid properties are updated at each time step 
according to newly solved volume fraction field. 
Nanofluid natural convection and nanoparticles 
sedimentation are coupled. 
Approach4 
Temperature-dependent 
multi-phase approach 
Same as Approach3, but nanofluid properties are 
updated at each time step according to both newly 
solved volume fraction and temperature fields. 
6.2.2 Geometrical configuration and boundary conditions 
The geometrical square cavity model in this case is similar as the one Fig. 5.8a. The cavity 
size is ܮ = Ͳ.ͲͶ݉. Top and bottom walls are insulate, i.e. డ்డ௬ = Ͳ. Temperature at left wall ( ுܶ) 
is higher than that at the right wall ( ஼ܶ). The temperature difference between heating and cooling 
walls ∆ܶ = ுܶ − ஼ܶ is used to adjust Rayleigh number ܴܽ (Ho et al., 2008): ܴܽ = ௚ఉ∆்௅యజఈ                          (6.1) 
where ߙ is thermal diffusivity. 
The numerical spatial schemes for gradient, Laplacian and divergence are set as ‘Gauss linear’, 
‘Gauss linear corrected’ and ‘Gauss linear’ respectively in all the following cases. The correlative 
approaches were presented detailedly in (Open, 2011). Furthermore in this work, fluid natural 
convection performance is expressed in terms of average Nusselt number as given in (6.2) (Ternik 
and Rudolf, 2012), for which temperature gradient డ்డ௫ at wall can be obtained by collecting the 
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data from the first grid layer neighbouring to wall. ܰݑ̅̅ ̅̅ = ׬ ܰݑሺݕሻ݀ݕ௅଴ ܮ⁄                          (6.2) ܰݑሺݕሻ = ௞೙೑௞೑ డ்డ௫ |௫=଴ ௅்�−்಴                          (6.3) 
As mentioned before, for this geometry, the simulations are carried out in both single- and 
multi-phase ways. For single-phase simulation, nanofluid is assumed to be stable and no 
nanoparticles sedimentation exists. For multi-phase simulation, it is assumed that neither 
stabilizer nor dispersing treatment are applied and nanoparticles sedimentation will occur as soon 
as the simulation starts. The numerical simulations in this work will be stopped at ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ 
as in Section 5.2.4. 
The geometrical model and mesh are created by Gmsh 2.9.2 (Geuzaine and Remacle, 2009). 
To enhance simulation accuracy for near wall regions, non-uniform strategy is used to refine the 
mesh near walls. This is achieved by ‘Bump’ function in Gmsh and grid ratio is set as ߜ = Ͳ.Ͳ͸. 
A water natural convection case (ܴܽ = ͳͲ଻) is employed in grid independence check among four 
mesh strategies, i.e. ͵Ͳ × ͵Ͳ, ͶͲ × ͶͲ, ͷͲ × ͷͲ and ͸Ͳ × ͸Ͳ. Dimensionless temperature ܶ∗ 
and vertical flow velocity ௬ܷ∗ at different location ܺ∗ of the enclosure central line (ܻ = Ͳ.ͷܮ) 
are compared. Dimensionless parameters ܺ∗ and ௬ܷ∗ are defined in (6.4) and (6.5) respectively. 
Dimensionless temperature ܶ∗  was defined in (5.21). By the comparisons in Fig. 6.1, the 
maximum result differences predicted by a grid strategy and its finer strategy are 1.3%, 0.3% and 
0.06% for ͵Ͳ × ͵Ͳ, ͶͲ × ͶͲ and ͷͲ × ͷͲ, respectively, indicating that mesh strategy 50 ×50 is 
fine enough to obtain trustable results (Bathe et al., 2001). Therefore, mesh strategy ͷͲ × ͷͲ is 
eventually selected for this case. ܺ∗ = ௑௅                              (6.4) 
௬ܷ∗ = ௎೤௎೘�ೣ                           (6.5) 
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Fig. 6.1 Grid independence check (ܻ = Ͳ.ͷܮ, ܴܽ = ͳͲ଻) 
6.2.3 Discussions and conclusions 
By the four approaches mentioned in Tab. 6.1, numerical simulations are carried out for 
Rayleigh number range of ܴܽ = ͳͲ଺~ͳͲ଻. By applying Approach3, the interactions between 
nanofluid temperature driven flow and nanoparticles sedimentation when ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ , ܴܽ = ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ and ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻ at ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ can be observed in Fig. 6.2~Fig. 6.4. It 
can be clearly found that nanoparticles sedimentation has considerable impacts to nanofluid 
natural convection in all the three cases. Owing to the sedimentation layer at cavity bottom, 
nanofluid temperature driven flow tends to happen in upper region where nanofluid volume 
fraction is comparatively lower. Regarding the impact of nanofluid natural convection on 
nanoparticles sedimentation, nanoparticles sedimentation layer tends to be horizontally uniform 
at cavity bottom when Rayleigh number is small as ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (this is recognised by those 
horizontal volume fraction contours between 0.41% and 3.27% in the case ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ 
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presented by Fig. 6.2). However, when Rayleigh number is increased to ܴܽ = ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ and ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻, nanofluid natural convection is found to have more considerable influence to 
nanoparticles sedimentation. In the two cases, nanoparticles sedimentation layer can be observed 
slightly thicker at left bottom due to the circular temperature driven flow (see the volume fraction 
contour 3.36% in case ܴܽ = ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ presented by Fig. 6.3 and volume fraction contour 3.5% 
in case ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻ presented by Fig. 6.4 are higher at left). 
 
Fig. 6.2 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid temperature driven flow and nanoparticles sedimentation 
interactions in case ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
 
Fig. 6.3 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid temperature driven flow and nanoparticles sedimentation 
interactions in case ܴܽ = ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
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Fig. 6.4 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid temperature driven flow and nanoparticles sedimentation 
interactions in case ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
Following above analysis, Fig. 6.5 presents the average Nusselt number of 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid along the heating wall. It is found that average Nusselt number increases 
with Rayleigh number, no matter which CFD approach is applied. However, when nanoparticles 
sedimentation is considered and coupled to nanofluid natural convection in Approach3 and 
Approach4, average Nusselt number is considerably smaller than those scenarios in which 
nanofluid is assumed to be stable. The reason is supposed to be the existence of nanoparticles 
sedimentation layer at cavity bottom. Due to this layer, thermal energy from heating wall tends to 
transfer through conduction mechanism rather than convection mechanism. According to the 
definition of Nusselt number (i.e. ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer across the 
boundary (Tetsu and Motoo, 1976)), it is not a surprise that the average Nusselt number along 
heating wall is deteriorated. 
 
Fig. 6.5 Average Nusselt number against Rayleigh number of 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid 
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Furthermore in Fig. 6.5, average Nusselt number of pure water is found slightly greater than 
that of 0.64% nanofluid in all the cases of ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ , ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺  and ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻. This 
observation actually conforms to most experimental investigations (Putra et al., 2003, Wen and 
Ding, 2005b, Li and Peterson, 2009). For such observation in above cases, the reason is supposed 
to be the increased nanofluid viscosity is playing a dominant role to deteriorate heat convection 
by impeding the nanofluid flow (Li and Peterson, 2009). 
Also, in Fig. 6.5, it can be found that the consideration of temperature-dependent properties 
variations lead to slightly lower average Nusselt number prediction. However, the maximum 
difference between Approach1 and Approach2 is only 2.1% (1.7% between Approach3 and 
Approach4). This indicates that such consideration is not necessary in CFD simulation in terms 
of raising computational efficiency. Therefore, the simulations in following sections will be 
carried out by Approach1 and Approach3 only to reduce computational effort. 
Fig. 6.6~Fig. 6.8 present the temperature contours of cases ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺, ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ and ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻ respectively at ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ. By comparisons, the temperature decreasing features 
near heating wall predicted by single-phase approaches (Approach1 and Approach2) are found to 
have same tendencies as the temperature increasing features near cooling wall. However, due to 
nanoparticles sedimentation layer at cavity bottom, the temperature contours such as ܶ =͵Ͳͳ.ͷͺܭ , ܶ = ͵Ͳͳ.ͳͺܭ , ܶ = ͵ͲͲ.͹ͻܭ  and ܶ = ͵ͲͲ.͵ͻܭ  predicted by multi-phase 
approaches (Approach3 and Approach4) are found to be more horizontally uniform at cavity 
bottom. This is a good support to the previous conclusion that thermal energy from heating 
wall tends to transfer through conduction rather than convection due to nanoparticles 
sedimentation layer at cavity bottom. 
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Fig. 6.6 Temperature contours comparison of 0.64% nanofluid at ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ =͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
 
Fig. 6.7 Temperature contours comparison of 0.64% nanofluid at ܴܽ = ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ =͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
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Fig. 6.8 Temperature contours comparison of 0.64% nanofluid at ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻ (ݐ =͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
6.3 Nanofluid natural convection combining nanoparticles 
sedimentation in a three-dimensional horizontal cylinder 
6.3.1 Introduction 
In this Section, only Approach1 and Approach3 are applied rather than all of the four 
approaches in Tab. 6.1. Regarding the case geometry, it is a three-dimensional cylinder which is 
laid down horizontally as in the experimental investigation reported by (Putra et al., 2003). This 
section aims to compare the difference between two-dimensional investigation (which is popular 
in previous numerical studies of nanofluid natural convection) and three-dimensional 
investigation (which is rarely to see previously). 
More specifically, two questions are going to be answered in this section: 
1. When nanofluid is treated as a stable single-phase fluid, what is the difference between 
the results predicted in the same sized two-dimensional cavity and three-dimensional 
cylinder? 
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2. When nanofluid can be treated as multi-phase mixture, what is the difference between the 
results predicted by multi-phase solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ and single-phase solver 
‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’? 
6.3.2 Geometrical configuration and boundary conditions 
The horizontal cylinder model in this case is created by Gmsh 2.9.2. The schematic model is 
shown in Fig. 6.9. The length and diameter of the cylinder are ܮ = Ͳ.ͲͶ݉ and ܦ = Ͳ.ͲͶ݉ 
respectively. Cylinder wall is considered as insulate, i.e. డ்డ௥ | ௥=ವమ = Ͳ . ∆ܶ = ுܶ − ஼ܶ , the 
temperature difference between heating and cooling ends is used to adjust Rayleigh number to ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺, ܴܽ = ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ and ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻  as in Section 6.2.3. For this cylinder, 
mesh is refined at near wall regions (Fig. 6.10) for more accurate sedimentation and natural 
convection simulations. After grid independence check following the same way as in Section 
6.2.2, the strategy with cells amount ݊ = ͺͶͲͲͲ is chosen for following simulations. 
  
Fig. 6.9 The schematic model of the cylinder in Gmsh 2.9.2 
 
Fig. 6.10 The non-uniform mesh strategy for the horizontal cylinder 
Due to the cells amount in this three-dimensional region is considerably more than that in the 
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corresponding two-dimensional cases, it is necessary to optimise computational resource to 
shorten computational time. For this purpose, parallel simulation strategy is employed in this 
work. In OpenFOAM, the basic idea of parallel simulation is to divide the whole computational 
region into different parts and allocate them to different CPUs before running the case. During 
the simulation, different CPUs will exchange data between different divided regions continuously. 
After the simulation, the whole computational region should be reconstructed again for post 
processing. 
However, it does not mean that using more CPUs (or more sub-regions) is definitely better to 
shorten computational time (Culpo, 2011). The data exchange between different sub-regions also 
consumes resource of random-access memory (RAM), as well as computational time. For the 
cylinder in this work with the given mesh plan, a computer with four CPUs is used, the 
configuration of which is Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-4690@3.50GHz. According to the hardware 
configuration, the computational region domain of each case in present simulations is divided to 
two identical ones along ݔ axis. Thus, by this computer, two cases can run together for the best 
working efficiency. 
6.3.3 Discussions and conclusions 
6.3.3.1 Approach1 for the three-dimensional horizontal cylinder 
Firstly, original solver ‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ is applied to the three-dimensional 
cases with ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺, ܴܽ = ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ and ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻. The results are compared to 
those corresponding two-dimensional cases. This aims to investigate the difference between 
nanofluid flow and heat transfer performances in two-dimensional cavity and three-dimensional 
cylinder. Fig. 6.11 shows a general view of temperature distribution in case ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ at ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ. It can be seen that, in horizontal cylinder, the temperature driven flow still circulates 
in the direction which is vertical to heating and cooling ends. Furthermore, the temperature driven 
flow has noticeable impacts to temperature field. 
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Fig. 6.11 Temperature distribution with a three-dimensional view, ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ =͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
In Fig. 6.12, the comparison of temperature distributions on central planes of two- and three-
dimensional cases (ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺) is presented at ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ. It can be seen that there is no 
noticeable difference between the two cases. More strictly, by the comparison of temperature 
distribution ܶ (on central plane) along ݕ = Ͳ.Ͳʹ݉ in cases ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺, ܴܽ = ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ 
and ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻ (Fig. 6.13, Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15), there is nearly no difference can be 
found between the temperature measurements from two- and three-dimensional cases. 
 
Fig. 6.12 Temperature distributions on central planes of two- and three-dimensional cases, ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
 
Fig. 6.13 Temperature ܶ along ݕ = Ͳ.Ͳʹ݉, ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
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Fig. 6.14 Temperature ܶ along ݕ = Ͳ.Ͳʹ݉, ܴܽ = ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
 
Fig. 6.15 Temperature ܶ along ݕ = Ͳ.Ͳʹ݉, ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
Regarding the flow conditions of the three cases, they are all laminar flow with Reynolds 
number (calculated by maximum velocity) ܴ݁ = ͵ͷ, ܴ݁ = ͺͷ and ܴ݁ = ͳʹͲ, respectively. 
However, by the comparisons of vertical velocity ݑ௬ (on central plane) along ݕ = Ͳ.Ͳʹ݉ as 
shown in Fig. 6.16, Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18, it can be found that differences actually exist between 
two- and three-dimensional cases. More specifically, taking Fig. 6.16 as example, ௬ܷ along ݕ =Ͳ.Ͳʹ݉ can be observed slightly smaller in three-dimensional case (due to the friction impacts 
from cylinder wall) than that in the corresponding two-dimensional case. This phenomenon 
indicates that the investigations of simplified two-dimensional cases should be a bit different from 
those experimental studies which are carried out in horizontal cylinders. 
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Fig. 6.16 Velocity ௬ܷ along ݕ = Ͳ.Ͳʹ݉, ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
 
Fig. 6.17 Velocity ௬ܷ along ݕ = Ͳ.Ͳʹ݉, ܴܽ = ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
 
Fig. 6.18 Velocity ௬ܷ along ݕ = Ͳ.Ͳʹ݉, ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
6.3.3.2 Coupling of nanofluid natural convection and nanoparticles sedimentation 
By applying Approach3, the interactions between nanofluid natural convection flow and 
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nanoparticles sedimentation when ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ , ܴܽ = ͷ × ͳͲ଺  and ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻  at ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ can be observed in Fig. 6.19~Fig. 6.21. In this horizontal cylinder, it also can be 
found that nanoparticles sedimentation has considerable impacts to nanofluid natural convection 
in all the three cases. Owing to the sedimentation layer at cavity bottom, nanofluid temperature 
driven flow tends to happen in upper region where nanofluid volume fraction is comparatively 
lower. This conclusion is same to that in Section 6.2.3.  
However, if compared Fig. 6.19~Fig. 6.21 to those corresponding two-dimensional cases 
presented in Fig. 6.2~Fig. 6.4, it can be found that the nanoparticles sedimentation layers in three-
dimensional cases are notably thicker. Due to this observation, it can be confirmed that the (three-
dimensional) geometrical features have considerable impacts on nanoparticles sedimentation, 
indicating that using two-dimensional cavity geometry instead of horizontal cylinder may be not 
a good idea, although this simplification saves computational resource considerably. 
 
Fig. 6.19 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid temperature driven flow and nanoparticles 
sedimentation interactions in case ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
 
Fig. 6.20 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid temperature driven flow and nanoparticles 
sedimentation interactions in case ܴܽ = ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
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Fig. 6.21 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid temperature driven flow and nanoparticles 
sedimentation interactions in case ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
Following above analysis, Fig. 6.22 presents the average Nusselt number of 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid at the heating end of cylinder. It is found that average Nusselt number 
increases with Rayleigh number (no matter which CFD approach is applied). However, when 
nanoparticles sedimentation is considered and coupled to nanofluid natural convection in 
Approach3, average Nusselt number is considerably smaller than those scenarios in which 
nanofluid is assumed to be stable without sedimentation considerations. As analysed in Section 
6.2.3, the possible reason is supposed to be the existence of nanoparticles sedimentation layer at 
cavity bottom (Fig. 6.19~Fig. 6.21). Due to this layer, thermal energy from the heating wall tends 
to transfer through conductivity mechanism rather than convection mechanism. 
 
Fig. 6.22 Average Nusselt number against Rayleigh number predicted by different approaches 
(ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
If compared Nusselt number of 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid along the heating wall between 
two- and three-dimensional cases (Fig. 6.23), some interesting things also can be observed. When 
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nanofluid is assumed to be stable with homogenous properties, predictions of Nusselt number are 
slightly lower in three-dimensional cases. The reason is still supposed to be the impacts from 
three-dimensional cylinder wall, which is not able to be considered in two-dimensional cases. 
Again, this observation indicates that two-dimensional cavity cases cannot be used instead of 
three-dimensional cylinder cases when high simulation accuracy is required. 
However in present simulations, when nanofluid is considered as multi-phase mixture and 
nanoparticles sedimentation is combined to nanofluid natural convection, predictions of Nusselt 
number (presented by the solid line at bottom of Fig. 6.23) are slightly higher in three-dimensional 
cases. Unfortunately, the reason for this is still unclear yet and further experimental investigations 
are necessary to verify this numerical phenomenon in present work. 
 
Fig. 6.23 Average Nusselt number comparison between two- and three-dimensional cases (ݐ =͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
Fig. 6.24~Fig. 6.26 present the temperature contours of three-dimensional cases ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ ×ͳͲ଺ , ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺  and ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻  respectively at ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ . By the comparisons between 
Approach1 and Approach3, it can be clearly found that temperature variations are more 
considerable between heating and cooling walls at cavity bottom region due to nanoparticles 
sedimentation layer. This observation is similar to that in Section 6.2.3. Again, this is a good 
support to the conclusion that thermal energy from heating wall tends to transfer through 
conduction rather than convection due to the nanoparticles sedimentation layer at cavity bottom. 
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Fig. 6.24 Temperature contours comparison at ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
 
Fig. 6.25 Temperature contours comparison at ܴܽ = ͷ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଺ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
 
Fig. 6.26 Temperature contours comparison at ܴܽ = ͳ.Ͳ × ͳͲ଻ (ݐ = ͹ ℎ݋ݑݎݏ) 
6.4 Forced convection in a two-dimensional channel with open cavity 
6.4.1 Introduction 
In previous CFD simulations of forced nanofluid convection, geometries such as horizontal 
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channel (Lee and Mudawar, 2007), circular tube (Bianco et al., 2009), channel with a back-facing 
step (Mohammed et al., 2011) and channel with an open cavity (Mehrez et al., 2013) are 
investigated quite often. In which, horizontal channel with an open cavity heated at bottom is the 
best one to present the interactions between nanoparticles sedimentation and nanofluid heat 
transfer performance. 
In this section, for a two-dimensional channel with different sized open cavities heating at 
bottom, a numerical study is carried out to investigate the relationships between nanofluid flow, 
heat transfer and nanoparticles sedimentation. More specifically, Approach3 in Tab. 6.1 is used 
for 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid in multi-phase way. Furthermore, to obtain the references for 
later comparisons, Approach1 in Tab. 6.1 is also employed correspondingly in single-phase way. 
The simulations are going to be carried out under two different laminar flow conditions (i.e. ܴ݁ = 
500 and 1000) and three questions as follows will be answered in this section: 
1. Without nanoparticles sedimentation consideration, does 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid 
has better heat transfer performance than water in the horizontal channel with different 
sized open cavities heated at bottom? 
2. With nanoparticles sedimentation consideration, how does nanoparticles sedimentation 
influence nanofluid heat transfer performance in the horizontal channel with different 
sized open cavities heated at bottom? 
3. With different open cavity geometrical features, how the heat transfer performance of the 
channel heated at cavity bottom can be influenced? 
6.4.2 Geometrical configuration and boundary conditions 
The geometrical model in consideration is a horizontal channel (total length is ܮ and inlet 
height is ܪ) with inlet at upstream and outlet at downstream. In middle section, there is an open 
cavity with a heating bottom (Fig. 6.27). With such geometrical features, the cases with different 
cavity heights ℎ and lengths ܮு are considered (Fig. 6.28). More specifically, the ratio of ℎ ܪ⁄  
is set to ℎ ܪ⁄ = Ͳ.ͷ, ͳ ܽ݊݀ ͳ.ͷ , respectively, while the ratio ܮு/ܪ  is set to ܮு ܪ⁄ =Ͳ.ͷ, ͳ ܽ݊݀ ͳ.ͷ, respectively (Tab. 6.2). In present simulations, the inlet height ܪ is ܪ = ͳܿ݉, 
while the total channel length is ܮ = ͹ܿ݉. 
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Tab. 6.2 Codes of the nine geometrical models 
 
ℎ = Ͳ.ͷܪ ℎ = ܪ ℎ = ͳ.ͷܪ ܮு = Ͳ.ͷܪ Geometry1 Geometry2 Geometry3 ܮு = ܪ Geometry4 Geometry5 Geometry6 ܮு = ͳ.ͷܪ Geometry7 Geometry8 Geometry9 
 
Fig. 6.27 Schematic of the channel with an open cavity heated at bottom 
 
Fig. 6.28 Geometrical variations of the cavity with heating bottom 
For inlet boundary, fluid temperature is set as uniform and stable with ௖ܶ = ͵ͲͲܭ. Regarding 
the average inlet velocity, it is set as ௔ܷ௩௘ = Ͳ.ͲͶʹͷ݉/ݏ and Ͳ.Ͳͺͷ݉/ݏ, respectively. Thus the 
Reynolds number are ܴ݁ = 500 and 1000, respectively. To create a well-developed flow regime 
at the inlet, inlet velocity ܷሺݕሻ is considered as parabolic. All walls are insulated in terms of 
temperature gradient, i.e. డ்డ௫ = Ͳ for vertical walls and డ்డ௬ = Ͳ for horizontal walls. The cavity 
bottom is heated with a uniform heat flux ݍ. In OpenFOAM, the heating boundary is set as a 
uniform fixed temperature gradient డ்డ௬ = ʹͲͲͲ ܭ/݉. 
Gmsh 2.9.2 is still employed to create the geometrical models in Tab. 6.2 (as shown in Fig. 
6.29) and mesh. To obtain more reliable simulations of flow and heat transfer performance as well 
as nanoparticles sedimentation features, the mesh in near wall regions are refined by functions of 
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‘Bump’ and ‘Progression’ in Gmsh (Fig. 6.30). The bumping and progression constants are used 
as 0.1 and 0.95, respectively. Following the grid independence check method applied by (Mehrez 
et al., 2013), a non-uniform mesh strategy with cell number ݊ = ͹ʹͲͲ is selected for the most 
typical geometry, i.e. Gometry5 in Fig. 6.29 (ℎ = ܮு = ܪ). This strategy is used as the meshing 
reference for other geometrical models. 
 
Fig. 6.29 Different geometry models created by Gmsh 
 
Fig. 6.30 Non-uniform scheme for mesh in following cases 
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6.4.3 Discussions and conclusions 
In practical applications, the temperature along heating surface is the most straightforward 
parameter to measure the heat transfer performance of coolant. In this section, the temperature at 
open cavity bottom (heating surface) is used to present heat transfer performance of water and 
0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid in different designs. With this consideration, Fig. 6.31 and Fig. 
6.32 are presented to compare heating bottom temperature features of the nine geometries with ܴ݁ = 500 and 1000, respectively. The positions of the sub-figures in Fig. 6.31 and Fig. 6.32 are 
corresponding to those geometrical designs which were listed in Tab. 6.2. 
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Fig. 6.31 Heating bottom temperatures of the nine geometries (ܴ݁ = ͷͲͲ) 
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Fig. 6.32 Heating bottom temperatures of the nine geometries (ܴ݁ = ͳͲͲͲ) 
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By the comparisons in Fig. 6.31 and Fig. 6.32, it can be observed that the difference of heat 
transfer performance between water and 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid is not noticeable without 
nanoparticles sedimentation consideration. The temperatures at cavity bottom in those water cases 
and 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid cases predicted by single-phase approach are nearly exactly 
same (the maximum difference in all the comparisons is 0.07% only). It is indicating that if 
without nanoparticles sedimentation problems, pure water should be the first choice rather than Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid with a low volume fraction such as � = Ͳ.͸Ͷ% . This is because pure 
fluid coolant is usually much easier and cheaper to obtain than nanofluid. 
Furthermore, when nanoparticles sedimentation is considered in the simulations with multi-
phase approach, nanoparticles sedimentation is clearly found to deteriorate heat transfer 
performance of 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water nanofluid in all designs. This conclusion is made based on 
the phenomenon that the heating surface temperature is noticeably higher in each geometry if 
nanoparticles sedimentation problem is considered in simulations (Fig. 6.31 and Fig. 6.32). The 
reason is supposed to be nanoparticles sedimentation layer at cavity bottom increases the mixture 
viscosity (which could impede flow). Consequently, the deteriorated flow will lead to bad 
convective heat transfer performance. 
Regarding geometrical designs with different ratios of ℎ/ܪ and ܮு/ܪ, it can be found that 
greater cavity height ℎ induces higher heating surface temperature. Taking the case ܮு/ܪ =0.5 
with ܴ݁=500 (the top three sub-figures of Fig. 6.31) as example (water or 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water 
nanofluid without nanoparticles sedimentation consideration), the maximum temperature at 
heating surface could be ܶ = ͵ͳͳ.ͷܭ in design ℎ/ܪ=1.5 (the top right sub-figure of Fig. 6.31) 
while ܶ = ͵Ͳ͵.͸ܭ in design ℎ/ܪ=0.5 (the top left sub-figure of Fig. 6.31). If nanoparticles 
sedimentation is considered, the temperature difference could be Δܶ = ͳ͵.͸ܭ  between the 
designs of ℎ/ܪ=1.5 and ℎ/ܪ=0.5. To a cooling system with similar open cavity design as in Fig. 
6.27, this indicates that cavity steps (cooling fins) are better to be designed with lower heights. 
6.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the newly developed solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ is applied to the three 
most popular geometries in nanofluid heat transfer research: two-dimensional square cavity, 
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three-dimensional horizontal cylinder and two-dimensional channel with an open cavity. For all 
the geometrical models, the relationships among nanofluid flow, heat transfer and nanoparticles 
sedimentation are investigated. Furthermore in those cases of two-dimensional channel with an 
open cavity, the impacts of geometrical design on nanofluid heat transfer and nanoparticles 
sedimentation features are also discussed. Based on the investigations performed by solver 
‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ in this chapter, it can be concluded that nanoparticles sedimentation 
deteriorates nanofluid heat transfer performance considerably in both natural and forced 
convection cases. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 Summary and conclusions 
Nanofluid is increasingly popular to be applied as coolant in practical engineering. To gain a 
better understanding of nanofluid heat transfer performance, many numerical studies have been 
carried out recently, in which CFD simulation is considered as one of the most prevail methods 
at present. However in previous CFD investigations, nanofluids were considered as stable with 
uniform properties very often. Such assumption may lead to unpractical numerical results for 
some cases in which nanoparticles sedimentation can be observed in a short period after nanofluid 
preparation. 
To address the above issue, nanoparticles sedimentation is coupled to CFD simulation of 
nanofluid flow and heat transfer for the first time in this project. For such a target, both Eulerian-
Lagrangian and Eulerian-Mixture approaches are discussed in this thesis. Based on the two 
different ideas, two new numerical solvers ‘nanofluidELFoam’ and ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ 
under OpenFOAM frame are developed. However, because computational resource is usually 
limited in simulations, comparatively, the Eulerian-Mixture approach is considered as a better 
option to achieve the balance between computational effort and simulation accuracy in this project. 
The newly developed solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ is applied to three typical geometries in 
nanofluid heat transfer research to investigate the impacts among nanofluid flow, heat transfer 
and nanoparticles sedimentation. 
Based on the works finished in this thesis, some conclusions can be summarised as follows: 
1. To address the problem of nanoparticles sedimentation, multi-phase CFD approaches can 
be carried out under both Eulerian-Lagrangian and Eulerian frames. For these numerical 
implementations, OpenFOAM is believed to be one of the best tools to develop new 
solvers particularly to couple nanofluid flow, heat transfer and nanoparticles 
sedimentation by its ‘open’ nature. 
2. Theoretically, CFD simulations in Eulerian-Lagrangian way are believed to be more 
practical due to its nature of treating nanofluid as a real two-phase suspension with 
basefluid and suspending particles. In this project, original OpenFOAM solvers 
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‘buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam’ and ‘icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam’ are coupled 
to develop a new Eulerian-Lagrangian solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’. According to the 
solver test in Section 4.5, it can be seen that nanofluid flow, heat transfer and nanoparticles’ 
motions can be coupled successfully by solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’. However, in terms of 
computational time, it is also found that Eulerian-Lagrangian approach is actually not 
ideal when too many particles need to be tracked. 
3. By assuming nanoparticles as a pseudo continuous phase, nanofluid CFD simulation 
under Eulerian-Eulerian frame is another reasonable option. And a simplified Eulerian-
Eulerian version-Mixture model can be applied for even more efficient simulations. With 
Eulerian-Mixture approach, only one set of governing equations need to be solved for 
mixture. But at each time step, a nanoparticle sedimentation velocity ௦ܷ௠ is needed to 
correct the whole velocity field of nanofluid mixture. Because ௦ܷ௠ can be defined by 
appropriate experimental investigations particularly for nanofluids, this approach is 
believed to be practical to address the problem of nanoparticles sedimentation during 
nanofluid CFD simulation. 
4. In this PhD project, a new OpenFOAM solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ is developed 
based on Eulerian-Mixture approach. After validating the necessary functions for 
nanofluid flow, heat transfer and nanoparticles sedimentation respectively, 
‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ is applied to three popular typical geometries in nanofluid 
investigation: two-dimensional square cavity, three-dimensional horizontal cylinder and 
two-dimensional channel with an open cavity. 
5. In the cases of two-dimensional square cavity, it can be found that nanofluid heat transfer 
and nanoparticles sedimentation have noticeable impacts to each other. The impacts are 
increasingly considerable when Rayleigh number ܴܽ is increased.  
6. In the cases of three-dimensional horizontal cylinder, although all the numerical 
phenomena are quite similar to those corresponding two-dimensional square cavity cases, 
however, some tiny difference still can be observed. More specifically, in three-
dimensional horizontal cylinder cases, the maximum vertical velocity of temperature 
driven flow is slightly lower than that in the corresponding two-dimensional square cavity 
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cases due to walls friction. This indicates that it is actually not sufficiently practical to 
compare numerical results of two-dimensional nanofluid natural convection 
investigations to those experimental investigations which are performed in three-
dimension. 
7. In the cases of two-dimensional channel with an open cavity heated at bottom, 
nanoparticles sedimentation is found to deteriorate nanofluid heat transfer performance 
considerably. If without consideration of nanoparticles sedimentation, pure water should 
be preferred rather than low volume fraction nanofluid because no considerable different 
results are found between the cases of water and 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ /water nanofluid. 
Furthermore, geometrical design is found to have remarkable impacts on heat transfer 
performance of the channel. More specifically, greater geometrical ratio ℎ/ܪ induces 
higher temperature at heating surface (indicating worse heat transfer performance). 
7.2 Recommendations and future development 
Although the newly developed solvers ‘nanofluidELFoam’ and ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ have 
been verified working well in this project. However, during the simulations carried out by above 
two solvers, some problems still exist and should be addressed in future. Regarding the present 
issues, some recommendations can be given for future solver developments as follows: 
1. For solver ‘nanofluidELFoam’, it is necessary to give a general criteria for the required 
amounts of numerical particles in different cases. By this criteria, a proper particle number 
needed by a certain case should be suggested once the mesh strategy has been confirmed. 
This will be a very good practice to ensure the amount of numerical particles is big enough 
to present real nanoparticles in computational region with sufficient confidence. 
2. In solver ‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’, it is suggested to compile a new library in which some 
nanofluid temperature- and volume fraction-dependent properties are stored. This will 
introduce more experimental information and is believed to be necessary to make 
nanofluid CFD simulations even more practical. 
3. Furthermore, it is also recommended to compile a new library to store nanoparticles 
sedimentation features under different conditions and can be called by solver 
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‘nanofluidMixtureFoam’ during simulation. In this thesis, only 0.64% Alଶ�ଷ/water is 
simulated because too few published experimental investigations particularly for 
nanofluid stability can be found. 
4. In most practical applications, coolant does not flow over heat source directly for safety 
reasons. Instead, a certain cooling system is usually attached to the surface of heat source. 
Thus for engineering application, a solver aiming to simulate heat transfer between heat 
source, solid cooling system and nanofluid coolant would be required. 
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